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1

1.1

Introduction

Background and motivation

The next manned missions to the surfaces of the Moon and Mars will be longer and
more complex than any previous human spaceﬂights. It is expected that there will
be a signiﬁcant increase in the number of robotic assistants working with astronauts,
and in the number of tasks astronauts are expected to perform, often without any
assistance from ground control. This means that the astronauts’ workload is also
expected to increase signiﬁcantly, since communicating tasks to robots is still cumbersome, especially when compared with the eﬃciency of human communication.

One way to cope with this increased complexity is to develop communication methods that can support human cognitive processes, i.e. are based on the way people
naturally interact and process information. The way we naturally communicate with
people in the real world could thus provide useful insights for better communication
with robots in the future.

In fact, natural human-robot interaction, deﬁned as a human-human type of interaction in the real world [105], has already been frequently mentioned as a desirable key
element for future manned planetary missions to the surfaces of the Moon and Mars
[36, 31]. A few human-inspired human-robot interaction methods such as peer-topeer dialogue [35] and perspective-taking [134] have already been successfully shown
to have potential for astronaut-robot task communication.

Peer-to-peer dialogue enables robots to be human peers, as they can use the humans
as a resource by asking questions while executing tasks, just as people do. This
was found to be of particular assistance to humans in understanding the problems
encountered by the robots [35]. Alternatively, perspective-taking enables the robot
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to reason and simulate the world from the perspective of others, which increases
human ﬂexibility in describing spatial locations [134].

One signiﬁcant unsolved problem in human-robot interaction is how to have humans
eﬃciently communicate task requests to robots. Task requests are deﬁned here as
consisting of at least the parameters of action and target object, which can be
considered the minimum of parameters needed to deﬁne a proper task [90]. The
underlying problem is that unconstrained human-to-human type of communication
is so complex that it cannot be fully understood in practice by any robot in the near
future. On the other hand, humans, on average, essentially need to communicate in
this versatile and ﬂexible manner and cannot be, for example, expected to learn and
remember the dozens of ﬁxed communication utterances that a robot could easily
interpret [42, 73, 15, 65]. The mere use of synonyms, for example, cannot solve
this problem because there are so many possible synonyms being used and their
meanings overlap even in very restricted contexts [42].

This task request problem can be also approached by examining how humans communicate with each other, for instance, in special cases with additional communication constraints, somewhat similar to the ones imposed by robotic assistants.
Such situations could be adult-child communication or guide-tourist communication, where shared communication abilities intersect only partially. It is known that
in these cases people tend to use very low-level language if they do not expect the
other person to correctly understand what is being said [132].

The same preference for using lower level language has already been identiﬁed when
communicating with robots. Essentially, humans prefer to communicate with the
robot on a level at which they think the robot will correctly understand them [132].
In most cases, this means simple utterances that do not leave any margin for misinterpretation. This reﬂects the basic requirement of human-robot task communication, which is that the task request utterances used need to be usable both for the
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human and the robot. This fundamental requirement is also the starting point for
the task communication method presented in this thesis.

1.2

Case study: SpacePartner project

Most of the research reported in this thesis was carried out within a research project
called SpacePartner. The SpacePartner project was a Ph.D. project active between 2008 and 2011, co-sponsored by the European Space Agency (ESA) and
Aalto University. The project was initiated under the ESA Network Partnering
Initiative (NPI) program, whose goal is to increase interaction between the ESA
and European universities. The ESA NPI program also aims to improve space research through spin-ins from advanced non-space projects. In this case, the spin-in
is the use of Aalto University’s WorkPartner service robot, shown in Figure 1.1, to

Courtesy of NASA

develop astronaut-robot cooperative task deﬁnition and execution capabilities.

Figure 1.1: Aalto University’s WorkPartner robot (left image) is used as an
astronaut-robot cooperation test platform (right image - artistic impression).

The idea of the SpacePartner project was to focus on astronaut-robot interface development and on eﬃcient information sharing between astronaut and robot. The
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ready-to-use WorkPartner service robot made it possible to focus on core astronautrobot interaction research problems, instead of working with robotic assistant platform development.

The SpacePartner project was demonstrated with several user experiments. In total,
28 participants from Aalto University took part in two user experiments conducted
with the actual, fully autonomous WorkPartner robot. The ﬁrst experiment, shown
on the left in Figure 1.2, consisted of dealing with emerging problems when working
next to a planetary lander facility. The second experiment, shown on the right in
Figure 1.2, consisted of a simulated geological exploration mission where participants were requested to analyse rocks and set up measurement units. Through ﬁeld
tests, both of these experiments demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed task
communication for human-robot cooperation. These experiments are presented in
more detail in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

Figure 1.2: The SpacePartner project user experiments dealt with solving emerging
problems (left image) and with performing geological exploration (right image).

Furthermore, 34 participants took part in two user experiments done with a simulated WorkPartner robot. These experiments aimed at extending the research to
more complicated mission scenarios that could not be reasonably implemented with
the actual robot. In these experiments, the participants acted as astronauts who
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perform tasks with the WorkPartner robot on Mars in order to accomplish a lander
setup mission. These experiments are presented in more detail in Chapter 5 of this
thesis.

1.3

Problem formulation

The core problem addressed in this thesis arises from the fact that current humanrobot task communication is ineﬃcient in terms of human workload and task communication time. This is largely owing to the fact that humans and robots do not
communicate tasks in the same way. Humans are not able to request tasks with the
strictly deﬁned communication utterances required by robots, and the robots are
not able to understand complex natural human communication [42, 73, 65].

Based on this identiﬁed task communication problem, we can deﬁne the main research question to be:

“How could the human task communication workload and the task
communication times be decreased, as compared with the current conventional task communication methods, when a human communicates
tasks to a robot in the ﬁeld by using mostly recognisable task sequences?”

Task communication workload is deﬁned here as the eﬀort expended by the human
operator in accomplishing the task communication [35]. In the ﬁeld refers to the
assumption that humans are located in the same workspace as the robot, and can
therefore use only the communication interfaces carried either by themselves or
by the robot. Conventional task communication methods, against which we try to
increase task communication performance, are reviewed in Chapter 2. The phrase
recognisable task sequences refers to the assumption that most of the requested tasks
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are part of task sequences that can be recognised, either from an a priori given or
previously performed task sequence. However, task communication must also be
usable should any number of unexpected tasks need to be requested.

The problem is limited to situations where only the two main task parameters, i.e.
action and target object, need to be communicated. How certain other additional
parameters might be communicated is not addressed. It can be argued, however,
that it is much easier to deﬁne additional parameters after the main task parameters
are known and the task context is thus deﬁned.

Essentially, the task communication problem is also much simpler if the robot knows
the exact sequence of tasks to be performed compared with a situation where the
robot only knows, for example, the tasks it can perform. In the ﬁrst case, the
problem is merely to trigger the next task to be executed, when in the latter case,
the task itself must also be communicated. The assumption here is that the robot
has knowledge of certain possible task sequences, such as the task sequence required
to set up a radio antenna, but it does not know when or whether the sequence
will be performed. This knowledge about work context can be provided a priori or
learned on-site while working. However, as was already stated earlier, any proposed
approach must also be usable with completely unexpected task requests.

Another factor to be considered is the number of possible actions that the robot
can perform with each object. In Chapter 3 of this thesis, ﬁve possible astronautrobot planetary exploration missions are analysed, and the level of ambiguity in
the action-object relationship and the number of objects are chosen based on those
missions. In principle, almost any level of ambiguity and any number of objects
could be considered applicable. For example, a robot capable of performing only
one or two tasks, such as automated excavation, could be considered very useful in
certain situations.
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1.4

Research hypothesis and methodology

Although Natural Language Processing (NLP) has recently made good progress
in some domains, such as IBM Watson did in the ﬁeld of question answering [34],
general all-context NLP is still a very challenging problem requiring complex humanlike understanding of the situation. This means that we need to ﬁnd new humanrobot communication methods that are simpler, but still usable by humans. This
thesis focuses on human-robot task communication, i.e. communication of at least
the action and target object parameters of the task [90].

The hypothesis examined in the thesis is that humans are able to eﬃciently communicate tasks, consisting of actions and target objects [90], to a robot in the same
way that humans can communicate tasks indirectly to other humans using only the
task-related object or action names and by requiring the other human to associate
the correct object to an action [136], or vice versa, i.e. action to object.

This hypothesis is tested with user experiments where participants are requested
to communicate tasks to a robot ﬁrst using only direct task requests, consisting of
both action and target of action utterances, and then by also using indirect task
requests, consisting of either action or target of action utterances. If the hypothesis
is true, task communication times and the human workload should decrease when
using an indirect task communication method instead of a direct one.

The human workload derived from task communication is measured using the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Task Load Index (TLX) questionnaire [52], which rates the subjective workload from 0 to 100, i.e. from no workload to maximum workload. Task communication time is measured either as a time
starting from when the task must be communicated to the beginning of communication, i.e. task request formulation time, or as a total time it takes to execute all
the required tasks, i.e. total mission time.
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1.5

Main contributions of the dissertation

The main contribution of this thesis is the novel method for human-robot task
communication based on the concept of aﬀordances. The idea of the aﬀordancebased task communication method is to enable humans to use only a task’s action
or object names as indirect task communication requests and to let the robot perform
the association of actions to objects, or vice versa, in order to deﬁne the entire task
request.

More speciﬁcally, with regard to this proposed aﬀordance-based task communication
method, this thesis shows that

• It is technically feasible to implement fully autonomous human-robot interaction systems by utilising the proposed method.
• Humans are capable of communicating tasks to a robot using the aﬀordancebased task communication method.
• Task communication workload and mission execution times can be decreased
by using the proposed method.
• Humans prefer to utilise the proposed task communication method over current conventional task communication methods.

In addition, it was shown that task sequence prediction could be signiﬁcantly improved by utilising partial communication in the form of only object or action names.
This aspect of human-robot interaction has not yet been extensively researched.

Furthermore, a structured analysis of potential astronaut-robot planetary missions
is presented. The novel analysis outputs are identiﬁcation of potential astronaut
and robot missions, and requirements for robotic astronaut assistants.
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1.6

Author’s contribution

The design and implementation of the aﬀordance-based task communication method
was carried out by the author. Likewise, the user experiments were designed and
conducted by the author. Approximately half of the WorkPartner platform and software was developed for this thesis by the author and half by the General Intelligent
Machines (GIM) research group.

1.7

Declaration of previous work

Parts of the work reported in this thesis have been published previously. The published material and publications, to which the author was the main contributor, are
the following:

• deﬁnition of the most likely astronaut-robot mission scenarios and requirements for robotic astronaut assistants [56];
• review of human-inspired task communication methods [55];
• system architecture of the astronaut-robot cooperation system [54];
• user experiment results [55, 58, 57];

Other publications related to the thesis and the SpacePartner project had to do
with the WorkPartner robot physics simulator [59] and the manipulator algorithms
for physical human-robot interaction [140]. However, these publications deal with
topics that are not directly addressed in this thesis.
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1.8

Thesis outline

Chapter 2 presents a review of related work, starting from the relevant terminology
and previous research done with robotic assistants testbeds. Next, the possible
user interfaces for communicating with robotic assistants are reviewed, along with
human-inspired Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) methods. The review ﬁnishes by
presenting in detail the concept of aﬀordances and how it has been applied in user
interface and robotics research.

Chapter 3 presents analysis focusing on identiﬁcation of the most likely planetary
exploration missions involving robotic astronaut assistants, and the requirements
these missions pose for these robots. Finally, these robot requirements are compared
with the WorkPartner robot in order to understand robot readiness to perform the
identiﬁed tasks.

Chapter 4 introduces the ﬁeld experiments done with the actual fully autonomous
WorkPartner robot. In these experiments, the work environment is restricted so
that each object is unambiguously associated with only one action, and vice versa.

Chapter 5 builds on the experiments in Chapter 4 by utilising a simulated WorkPartner robot in more complex work environments. These experiments extend the
work environment to situations where the object-action associations are ambiguous.

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis, and Chapter 7 presents ideas for future
work.
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2

State of the Art Regarding Robotic Assitants

This chapter presents a review of previous research related to robotic assistants.
Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 start by introducing the relevant terminology and previously developed robotic assistants, respectively. Next, possible user interfaces for
communicating with robotic assistants are reviewed in Section 2.3, while humaninspired HRI methods are examined in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 presents in detail
the concept of aﬀordances, and how it has been applied in user interface and robotics
research. The chapter concludes with remarks in Section 2.6.

2.1

Terminology

It is important for any scientiﬁc document to be as clear and as unambiguous as
possible with respect to the terms used in the report. Writing exact term deﬁnitions
is, however, especially important here because the ﬁeld of HRI research is relatively
young and interdisciplinary. In most cases, there are no exact general de-facto
deﬁnitions of terms, which is why we can consider the given deﬁnitions as “working
deﬁnitions”, i.e. deﬁnitions chosen to allow the work to proceed even though it
is understood that they are not complete or ﬁnal. The purpose is to have term
deﬁnitions that are useful in the context of this thesis.

2.1.1

Action, task and mission

One of the key terms in this thesis is task. Task has been formally deﬁned as “a set
of (human) actions that contributes to a speciﬁc functional objective and ultimately
to the output goal of a system” [115]. A task can usually be decomposed into
more elementary subtasks while a set of tasks forms instead a higher-level mission
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[33]. Missions, tasks, and subtasks are all diﬀerent levels of activities, as shown in
Figure 2.1. In this thesis, task is deﬁned as consisting of task-related action and a
target object, which can be considered the minimum of parameters needed to deﬁne
a proper task [90]. Action has been deﬁned in literature, for instance, as “move
from one state to another, in order to achieve the desired state” [16] or as “doing
something to the world - move yourself or manipulate someone or something” [96].

Figure 2.1: Missions, tasks, and subtasks are all diﬀerent classes of activities.

Mission is the highest activity level and is constructed based on mission objectives
[33]. Examples of missions are: science experiment servicing and rover sample
acquisition. Mission objectives are also referred to as mission goals [33]. “Goal”
itself can simply be speciﬁed as “something that we want to achieve” [96].

As stated at the beginning of the chapter, the deﬁnitions of terms presented are not
consistent in the literature. For example, a broader deﬁnition for activities could
be “located behaviours, taking time, conceived as socially meaningful, and usually
involving interaction with tools and the environment” [16]. The above deﬁnition is
given in the context of modelling group behaviour, and although such deﬁnitions
could be selected, it can be argued that the added complexity of the terms would
not add value in the context of human-robot task communication.
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2.1.2

Collaboration, cooperation and coordination

Collaboration, cooperation, and coordination are related terms that are used to describe how robots and humans perform activities together. Collaboration has been
deﬁned, for example, as a process where two or more robotic or human actors work
together to achieve shared goals [35]. On the other hand, it has also been argued
that collaboration requires consciousness, meaning that collaboration would be with current robotic technologies - restricted to humans [17]. This thesis adopts the
collaboration deﬁnition presented in [27], which states that collaboration is “coordinated, synchronous activity that is the result of a continued attempt to construct
and maintain a shared conception of a problem”.

Cooperation is considered to diﬀer from collaboration by the way the work is divided
[27]. In cooperation, the work is divided into independently solvable sub-tasks and
coordination between actors is needed only to combine the results. Collaborating
actors work together simultaneously, rather than independently, and they also use
coordination to deﬁne and divide the work. For example, negotiation and argumentation are types of interaction typical of collaboration.

Coordination is an important part of both cooperation and collaboration. Coordination can simply be deﬁned as managing dependencies between activities [81]. If there
are no dependencies between actors, then there is no coordination, because there is
simply nothing to coordinate. Dependencies can, for instance, be shared resources,
producer/consumer relationships, simultaneous constraints, or tasks. Correspondingly, coordination processes that can manage these dependencies are, for example,
priority ordering, sequencing, scheduling, and task decomposition.

From the above deﬁnitions it can be summarised that cooperation has primarily
task execution-related dependencies that need to be managed, e.g. timing and
solving anomalies, and collaboration typically has task deﬁnition dependencies that
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need to be managed, e.g. reﬁning goals and allocating tasks. This means that
collaborative actors characteristically elaborate the shared work as they proceed,
while cooperative actors focus on properly executing or operating the deﬁned joint
work.

The various described levels of dependency management in coordination, cooperation and collaboration are shown in Figure 2.2. In this thesis, the astronaut and
the robot cooperate to perform activities, which consist hierarchically of missions,
tasks, and subtasks.

Figure 2.2: Coordination, cooperation and collaboration are all managing dependencies.

2.1.3

Interface, interaction and communication

For coordination, cooperation or collaboration to be possible, humans and robots
need interfaces in order to interact. Interface is deﬁned in a telecommunication
glossary as “a shared boundary, i.e., the boundary between two subsystems or two
devices” [131]. An interface can thus be seen as a boundary that enables separate
systems to connect and interact with each other.
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By comparison, interaction has been deﬁned, for example, as “mutual or reciprocal
action or inﬂuence” [86]. One common aspect of interaction deﬁnitions is the focus
on the relationship of two or more entities [112]. For example, based on the above
deﬁnition, HRI is the mutual action or inﬂuence of human and robot entities enabled
through a human-robot interface. This deﬁnition of HRI is used in this thesis. A
similar but slightly more abstract deﬁnition of HRI is related to the study of how
humans and robots inﬂuence each other [46].

Communication is another term that is related to interaction and interfaces. Communication is deﬁned, for example, as a process of information exchange between
actors [130]. Communication can be seen as the “mutual inﬂuence” part of the presented deﬁnition of interaction. This means that human-robot communication is
the part of HRI that deals with information exchange. Human-robot task communication, which is one key term of this thesis, is thus the exchange of task-related
information between human and robot.

2.1.4

Natural and intuitive human-robot interaction

Another term used in this thesis that lacks a proper, commonly accepted deﬁnition is
natural HRI. Natural interaction has been linked, for instance, to ease of learning [2]
and to reducing fatigue and sickness in simulators [116]. In simulated environments,
natural is used to refer to a resemblance to real world interaction in the context of
use, e.g. a tennis racket is a natural way to interact with a tennis game [100].

However, the most common deﬁnition is probably the one that holds that natural
interaction refers to interaction that we can observe between humans [105, 50, 63].
Natural interaction thus utilises human modalities such as gesture, speech, touch,
vision and smell [87]. This thesis adopts this deﬁnition and uses natural interaction
as a synonym for human-to-human-like interaction.
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Based on the above deﬁnition, the goal of natural HRI is seen to be strongly linked to
identifying human communication characteristics and applying them to improving
communication [2]. We need to understand how humans communicate and process
information in order to be able to build robots that are compatible with human
communication.

Another term very similar to natural is intuitive. Intuitive interaction has been
used, for example, as a term referring to eﬃcient interaction without conscious use
of previous knowledge [94]. This requires the interaction to be easy to learn and
to remember, both of which are also features of natural interaction. The terms
intuitive and natural are diﬀerentiated in this thesis based on the idea that natural
interaction must be inspired by interaction between humans. Thus, for example, a
steering wheel is an intuitive way to interact with a car, but it is not natural.

2.2

Robotic assistants

At present, the only operational robotic astronaut assistants are the remote manipulators used by the space shuttle and the International Space Station (ISS). These
tele-operated robots are used as crane-like manipulators to transfer Extra-Vehicular
Activity (EVA) astronauts and payloads [101]. Human space exploration over the
next decades will focus on the surfaces of the Moon and Mars. This means that new
types of astronaut assistants are required, especially on Mars where tele-operation
from Earth is not viable due to the long communication delay. The purpose of this
section is to present the current status of the development of robotic EVA astronaut
assistants, focusing on the surfaces of the Moon or Mars.

First, it would be a good idea to deﬁne what the term robotic astronaut assistant
actually means. The term assistant is deﬁned as “a person who contributes to the
fulﬁlment of a need or furtherance of an eﬀort or purpose” [106]. On the basis of
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this deﬁnition, a robotic astronaut assistant is a robotic actor that contributes to
the fulﬁlment of an astronaut’s eﬀort. This relatively loose deﬁnition is enough to
trigger important follow-up questions: what advantages could assistance oﬀer; what
kinds of robots could be used for assistance; and what are the eﬀorts or activities
to be assisted?

The potential of robotic astronaut assistants has already been recognised. For example, both the NASA and the ESA have identiﬁed crucial roles for various kinds
of automated and robotic technologies in their future space exploration missions
[122, 110]. The overall motivation for providing robotic technologies for crew assistance is to extend the crew’s capabilities during exploration missions [110]. This
extended capability can be seen in terms of a combination of increased scientiﬁc
output and crew safety, as well as a decrease in the overall mission cost and crew
workload [114, 110, 24].

Many diﬀerent types of robotic astronaut assistants are considered suitable for space
exploration missions. For example, it has been stated that both micro (1 to 20
kg) and mini (20 to 150 kg) rovers are essential for robotic and human planetary
exploration [110]. Another view is that humanoid robots are “key partners” to be
considered for construction and maintenance because of their form [123], which
enables them to perform in environments designed for humans. It has also been
argued that a wheeled centaur-type robot conﬁguration is desirable in order to
guarantee both dexterous manipulation capabilities and mobility on rough planetary
surfaces [85].

In the end, the right mass, shape, strength and ﬂexibility for a robotic assistant
depends on the activity to be performed [110, 123]. There is, however, general
acceptance that tasks such as construction, assembly, and maintenance would require the robot to have at least some level of intelligence, autonomy, mobility, depth
vision, and manipulation ability [123].
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The robotic assistant’s level of autonomy is what ultimately determines how the
tasks can be divided between astronauts and robotic assistants. In the ideal case,
robots could take care of all tasks if necessary, while in the worst case, robots are
not able to perform any useful tasks. For example, it has been stated that the level
of dexterity of an EVA astronaut will be achievable by tele-operated robots in the
near future, but not by autonomous robots [21], while automated inspections, on
the other hand, could be viable in the near future. The biggest challenges to be
met in autonomous robotic operations are robustness in complex environments and
human-level adaptability [21].

2.2.1

Research in astronaut-robot cooperation

First steps in robotic astronaut assistant development were taken by the NASA
Ames Research Center (ARC)’s Astronaut-Rover (ASRO) project in 1999 [14, 12].
The project target was to identify activities where humans and robots could work
as a complementary and interactive team, and identify the requirements for such
cooperative rovers in order to support safe, productive, and cost-eﬀective surface
reference mission development.

Using a tele-operated Marsokhod rover, as shown in Figure 2.3, the ASRO project
performed four missions representing potential astronaut-robot interaction missions.
These missions were: pre-EVA scouting; video documentation; ﬁeld science experiments; and assistance in transporting objects. The missions tested identiﬁed needs
for enhanced astronaut-robot communication, for example, using voice, visual observations and target marking beacons, and the requirement that the robot be at
least as fast as the astronaut.

The ASRO project’s research in astronaut-robot interaction and cooperation was
continued by the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC)’s EVA Robotic Assistant

Courtesy of NASA
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Figure 2.3: The astronaut and the Marsokhod robot cooperated in the ASRO
project.

(ERA) project [12]. The ERA project was aimed at producing a robot that can assist
spacesuited humans and to provide design constraints for Mars reference missions.
Three representative surface exploration activities requiring astronaut-robot cooperation were tested in year 2000 using a modiﬁed iRobot ATRV-Jr mobile platform,
shown in Figure 2.4, which operated mostly autonomously. These activities were
power cable deployment, solar panel deployment, and object transportation. The
activities tested identiﬁed the following robot core capability development needs:
communication, manipulation, and navigation.

Several other ﬁeld tests were also performed during the ERA project [13, 18, 43].
The ERA rover, named Bordeaux, used in the tests was enhanced with a Metrica
Inc. robotic arm and with a three-ﬁngered hand. The activities performed in the
ﬁeld tests were geophone1 deployment, astronaut tracking and monitoring, location
tracking and place naming, science data logging with photos and voice, biosensor
logging, activity duration and sequence tracking, picture-taking on command, reconnaissance (solo-scouting), communication network relaying, and providing a remote
workstation for astronauts. The main ﬁndings were the need for force sensing on
1

Geophone is a device which converts ground movement into electrical voltage.

Courtesy of NASA
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Figure 2.4: The ERA project’s robotic astronaut assistant.

the manipulator and the need to strongly integrate several systems by, for example,
using multi-agent architectures.

The most sophisticated robotic assistant ever developed is probably NASA’s humansize Robonaut, shown in Figure 2.5. It is a wheeled humanoid robot with more than
40 Degree Of Freedom (DOF) and designed to achieve a spacesuited astronaut’s
dexterity [4, 26]. The goal of Robonaut development is increased astronaut safety
[26], and ultimately, the ability to provide a human cognitive presence without
human physical presence [21].

A wide range of diﬀerent activities has been tested with the Robonaut in teleoperation mode. These activities include cable deployment, rock sample collection,
metal beam alignment, tying a knot, and locking an electrical connector. Tests
performed indicated, among other things, the need for compliance control in manipulation and the need to intelligently divide the work between robot and astronaut.

Courtesy of NASA

Courtesy of NASA
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Figure 2.5: NASA’s Robonaut picking up objects and attaching tether hooks.

Autonomous Robonaut capabilities were later developed based on the ERA software
[25]. Automated activities tested include navigation, acquiring tools from humans,
and following humans. The main test results indicated a need for robust communication channels and capabilities to deal with confusing sensor data.

NASA’s probably most advanced human-robot EVA operation test scenario involved
two suited astronauts and four robots [24]. The test scenario was set up to assess
the types of tasks robots can perform on the Moon or Mars surface environment.
The performed robot-astronaut scenario tests included: autonomous robotic payload
removal, stowage operations under local and remote control, and autonomous robotic
navigation and inspections [24]. The NASA JSC’s Centaur robot was successfully
used in supervised autonomy mode for the astronauts’ rover unloading task, and the
NASA ARC’s K-10 robot was used for visual inspection of the rover. Other robotic
tasks tested were hill climbing, moving heavy loads, gathering geological samples,
drilling, and tether operations. The test results explicitly demonstrate the feasibility
of human-robot team cooperation for EVA surface exploration activities.

The ESA has also researched planetary astronaut-robot cooperation with the socalled Eurobot Ground Prototype (EGP) platform [141], which is shown in Fig-
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ure 2.6. Their research goal was to analyse the feasibility of human-interactive
on-surface operations of a centaur-type robotic system with extensive manipulation capability. Thus, tasks studied included, for example, handover of items, and
transportation of heavy equipment. The experiment’s most important observation
related to human-robot interaction was that vision-based environment perception
is still a serious challenge, which could, however, be partially solved by requiring

Courtesy of ESA
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astronauts to communicate and point out target objects to the robot.

Figure 2.6: Eurobot Ground Prototype, an ESA platform for analysing the feasibility of human-interactive on-surface operations.

2.2.2

Research in human-robot cooperation

Human-robot cooperation has also been actively researched for non-space applications. This section describes some of the experiments where non-astronaut humans
cooperated with robots.

One idea that has been introduced to enable cooperation between humans and robots
is the so-called dialogue-based user interface and control architecture [35]. The moti-
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vation underlying this work was the use of human and robot capabilities when most
appropriate, i.e. robots are good at structured decision-making and repetitive work,
while humans are better at unstructured decision-making, object recognition and
situation assessment. The work presents a PDA-based GUI that enables robots to
use humans as a resource by asking questions while executing a remote driving task.
The resulting system is considered to coordinate robot action, facilitate adjustable
autonomy and human-robot interaction, and to enable the humans to compensate
for inadequate robot autonomy. This kind of peer-to-peer human-robot interaction
is presented in more detail in Section 2.4.3.

The idea of using the most suitable robotic and human capabilities when appropriate
has also been examined in a heterogeneous robot cooperation framework [118, 119].
The development motivation is to enable the use of robotic labour where the use
of human labour is hazardous, expensive or scarce. This work on sliding autonomy
tries to solve the following three problems: when to call a human for help; how to
provide situational awareness to the user; and how to maintain work coordination
after human intervention. The problem of when to call for help is approached by
using performance models of actors, information about human learning curves, and
information about the team state.

Heterogeneous robot cooperation was tested by means of experiments where a
square structure was assembled using four beams [118, 119]. The ﬁrst experiment
examined four coordination strategies: pure autonomy, System-Initiative SlidingAutonomy (SISA), Mixed-Initiative Sliding Autonomy (MISA) and tele-operation.
The results of the experiment showed that autonomy was faster but less reliable
than tele-operation. MISA and SISA improve system performance by increasing
reliability while still being almost as fast as autonomy. The second experiment examined the amount and type of information required to minimise the time needed
to achieve situational awareness. The performance achieved was shown to be a
trade-oﬀ between time used and quality of understanding.
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2.3

Human-robot interfaces

The purpose of this section is to review developments in human-robot interfaces.
Available interfaces set practical constraints on which type of communication methods can be implemented. For instance, the availability of accurate mind-reading
interface devices would probably change how we communicate with robots and computers [126].

The section is structured according to the interface types, namely: gesture, visual
displays, speech, and haptics. Each interface type is examined with regard to its
suitability for conveying diﬀerent types of information, especially in the examined
astronaut-robot planetary exploration application.

2.3.1

Gesture interfaces

One way to convey information is to capture human body movements and to utilise
them for human-robot communication. Existing motion capture technologies - also
referred to as motion tracking technologies - can be divided into six categories plus a
hybrid [138], as shown in Table 2.1. Of interest from a space exploration perspective
are the portable ones: image-based, inertial, and mechanical. In particular, an
image-based approach would probably be used anyway because robots and humans
will very likely have cameras with them. For this reason, the rest of this section deals
with image-based approaches. The methods for transforming captured motions for
diﬀerent use applications are nevertheless applicable to all of the motion capture
technologies.

Most of image-based human motion analysis is divided into human detection, tracking, and behaviour recognition [139]. The goal of human detection is to separate
humans from the rest of the image through motion segmentation and object clas-
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Table 2.1: Comparison of motion capture technologies. The positioning accuracy
varies from one millimetre (optical) to a few centimetres (acoustic).
Technology

Principle

Optical

Reﬂective or emitting markers

Magnetic

Pose in magnetic ﬁeld

Image-based

Tracking of image features

Inertial

Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs)

Mechanical

Joint-angle measurement

Acoustic

Audio signal Time Of Flight (TOF)

Hybrid

Combine several methods

Example

Portable

Positioning

Vicon

Yes/No

Absolute

MotionStar

No

Absolute

EyeToy

Yes

Absolute

Moven

Yes

Relative

ShapeWrap

Yes/No

Relative

Bat

No

Absolute

Hy-BIRD

Yes/No

Both

siﬁcation. The motion segmentation task detects moving segments in the image
by using, for example, background subtraction, and the object classiﬁcation task
classiﬁes objects based on, for example, object shapes.

The objective of human tracking is to ﬁnd relationships between objects among consecutive image frames [139]. Tracking approaches can be divided into model-based,
region-based, active contour based, and feature-based approaches. Model-based approaches represent the human body as a number of geometric objects connected with
joints. Region-based approaches identify regions and use cross-correlation to track
the region between images. Active contour-based tracking is similar to the regionbased approach, but extracts the shape of the target tracked between images. Finally, feature-based approaches do not try to track objects, but track instead single
features like points or lines. Popular mathematical tools for human-based tracking
are Kalman ﬁlters, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), cross-correlation calculations,
and particle ﬁlters.

The goal of human behaviour recognition is to be able to classify human actions
based on tracked human motions [139]. Behaviour recognition can be done, for
example, by matching tracked data sets to action templates or by deﬁning paths
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in state-space models, e.g. in HMM, as speciﬁc actions. Behaviour recognition is a
common problem for all motion capture technologies.

Bayesian networks, for example, have been used to provide a solution to human
action classiﬁcation [117]. The idea in this case was to create an intention recognition
model using intention-action mapping where a human expert is utilised to associate
actions with intentions. The Bayesian network gives estimates for the likelihood of
diﬀerent intentions when certain actions are observed. The system was tested in
a virtual kitchen environment, and it was shown to be capable of recognising user
intentions.

In addition to understanding astronauts’ gestures, robots can also execute attentiondrawing gestures. For example, a ﬁve-step natural communication process was developed to enable attention-drawing between human and robot [127]. Presented
communication processes are context focus establishment (“we talk about boxes”),
attention synchronisation (“robot tries to look in the direction indicated”), object
recognition (“robot looks at the object and makes a sound”), believability establishment (“human corrects if something went wrong”), and object indication (“robot
points to the object”). The ﬁve-step process was tested in an experiment where a
human communicates object locations with speech and gestures. The results showed
that the ﬁve processes increased recognition of the objects indicated.

A vision-based human motion analysis can be also done using a wearable camera
[51]. Head-mounted cameras are capable of tracking human hand trajectories and
can thus be used, for example to recognise object manipulation activities or hand
gestures. These cameras worn by humans can also be used for other purposes like
activity documentation or providing Situation Awareness (SA) to other actors. In
addition, human-mounted cameras could be used as input devices in GUI. These
kinds of wearable cameras could also be readily embedded in astronaut spacesuits.
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2.3.2

Visual displays

Visual displays are considered here as a wide range of diﬀerent ways to produce visual
information, probably best described as a combination of Virtual Reality (VR) and
Mixed Reality (MR) [88]. MR refers to both Augmented Reality (AR), i.e. the real
environment is augmented with virtual objects, and Augmented Virtuality (AV),
i.e. the virtual environment augmented with real objects. The mix ratio of virtual
and real environments can be described, as shown in Figure 2.7, using the so-called
virtuality continuum.
Mixed Reality

Real
Environment

Augmented
Reality

Augmented
Virtuality

Virtual
Environment

Figure 2.7: The virtuality continuum describes the mix ratio between real and
virtual environments, adapted from Milgram et al. [88].

One interesting form of AR is to overlay information on a camera image. For
example, Rosenstein et al. [111] present a method that interprets operator intentions
based on control of the robot in the vicinity of landmarks. This is done using virtual
geometric objects, called funnels, which provide artiﬁcial landmarks for the operator.
The operator can, for example, change the level of autonomy only when the correct
landmark is activated, and operator intention is thus recognised.

It is also possible to use visual input directly in the environment by, for example,
using a laser pointer to select objects from the real world [71]. In this case, the laser
point is the visual artefact that can be displayed and recognised by both robots
and humans, i.e. it acts simultaneously as input and output device [137]. The laser
point can be recognised using stereo cameras with an average accuracy of around
ten centimetres when operating from a distance of three meters [71].
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2.3.3

Speech interfaces

Speech is probably the most common way of exchanging information between humans. It is also very probable that an astronaut always has a microphone available,
so use of speech interfaces is a very likely choice. Speech can be used to give information about a state, especially warnings, and to give names and descriptions of
objects.

Voice-controlled systems have already been tested on simulated Mars exploration
missions [19, 121]. For example, predeﬁned spoken commands were used to communicate with a software agent system whose main purpose was to provide information
about ongoing events [19]. The performed tests did not examine what would be the
best way to give diﬀerent task requests, but argued that task requesting would be
developed further later. Their tests indicated, however, that voice would be a good
way to receive many diﬀerent types of information on planetary space exploration
missions. Numbers were identiﬁed as one exception that needed to be supported
with, for example, a watch-like device.

It is also possible to use previously unknown commands and words, such as names,
with a robot. For example, Funakoshi et al. [41] present a location-naming system
using speech interaction. The core research problem, called out-of-vocabulary problem, is that the places named are words that are previously unknown to the robot.
The problem then becomes how to assimilate the meaning of new words. The solution presented is word classiﬁcation using the Bag of Words in a Graph (BWG)
method. Basically, the location names are saved as audio signal frequency patterns,
and similarity is used for recognition.

Name teaching is done in special “learning mode”, while robot commanding is done
in so-called “execution mode”. The reported average word recognition rate of the
system is 83.3%. This kind of out-of-vocabulary naming of objects could also be
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necessary for the work presented in this thesis, when humans and robots are working
with previously unknown objects.

2.3.4

Haptic interfaces

The term “haptic” is used here to refer to the sense of touch, position, motion, and
force [39]. It is a broader term than a related “tactile” term that refers just to
the sense of touch. For example, a vibrating cell phone or buttons attached to a
robot can be considered haptic interfaces. They can be used to communicate, for
example, motion trajectories, activity progress, or changes in the level of autonomy.
Some haptic interfaces might be usable only when actors are in close proximity with
each other, such as buttons on robots, while other haptic interfaces can be used or
activated over distance, such as vibrating cellphones.

One of the simplest haptic interfaces is where a human gives force and motion as
input and the robotic system replies with counter force. For example, Hirata et
al. [60] present a walking assistant which interacts with humans by using two servo
brakes on the wheels. Using the servo brakes, the walking assistant can steer the
movement which is created by the user. It is considered to be a safe way to interact,
because all the system energy is created by the user.

Haptic interfaces can be useful in extreme situations where other communication
interfaces are not practical anymore. Naghsh et al. [92] performed a robot swarm
assisted ﬁre-ﬁghting scenario with both haptic input and output interfaces. A tactile
interface, which was used as a human output device, used eight tactors on the ﬁreﬁghter’s torso to communicate possible hazards through frequency and amplitude
signals. Large buttons were mounted on top of the robots to act as robot input
devices. The buttons were used to control otherwise autonomous robot swarm activities.
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2.4

Human inspired human-robot interaction

It has been reported that 71% of people would like robots to be able to communicate
in a more human-like manner, but only 36% and 29% of people would like the robot
to behave and appear more human-like, respectively [22]. This means that the key
issue is natural human-robot communication, rather than making the assisting robot
itself more human-like.

After a short introduction to HRI design, this section presents and analyses four different approaches that have been taken to develop natural human-robot interfaces.
The common element in these approaches is the way user interfaces have been inspired by task communication between humans. There are many other human-robot
interaction aspects, such as social robots, that are not examined here because there
is in practise very little experimental evidence available in favour of their usefulness
in astronaut-robot cooperation contexts [37].

For each of the methods presented, a system-level user interface module diagram
is shown in order to clarify exactly what the presented methods do in practise. A
general view of such module diagrams is shown in Figure 2.8. Essentially, the user
interface module deals with communication with humans, and transforms information into a format suitable for the robot.

Figure 2.8: A general user interface module diagram.
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2.4.1

Design of human-robot interaction systems

Some special considerations are required in robot system design when humans are
introduced as a fundamental part of the system. These needs have emerged as
traditional industrial robots have evolved into service robots that share physical
space with people [133]. The new aspect of a strong human presence and involvement
provides one of the key roles in HRI system design.

As with traditional robot systems, frameworks must be designed to support HRI
development [32]. Their purpose is to provide basic services such as data transfer,
support diﬀerent display views, and facilitate human-centred interaction. The development of design paradigms for a human-robot system is still ongoing, because
although there have been eﬀorts to develop such systems, none of them have actually
met the requirements set [32].

It has also been stated that eﬀective, eﬃcient and natural HRI is crucial to the
success of future space exploration missions [32]. In this case, human-robot system
design challenges are mostly related to information exchange. It is considered that
robots and humans require the ability to communicate about their goals, abilities,
plans, and achievements. Robots are also expected to interact with humans, both
locally and remotely, to solve problems that exceed their autonomous capabilities.

One of the current approaches to human-robot design is to emphasise the importance of designing human-robot interfaces to meet human needs [1, 91], i.e. to take
into account ergonomic issues. These ergonomic issues include support for human
decision-making processes; achieving proper workload levels; maintenance of situation awareness; and minimising the possibility of human error.
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2.4.2

Natural and indirect human-robot communication

There have been several attempts to enable humans to communicate instructions to
robots by using natural language [28, 5]. These systems all essentially process utterances according to certain syntactic and semantic rules into robot-usable commands
and information, and are as such still far from an unrestricted human-human type
of communication [142].

As a consequence of this requirement to use a rather ﬁxed set of possible utterances,
there will be cases when human utterances are not understood by the robot, either
partially or completely. The most common approach in this case is to initiate a
dialogue in which the human can deﬁne the missing information using either a
proposal list generated by the robot [66, 77], or by answering an open-ended question
[142].

Consequently, task requests selected from a robot-generated list with an explicit
natural language, such as “analyse rock”, are considered in this thesis to be conventional task communication methods, against which the proposed aﬀordance-based
task communication methods are being evaluated.

Some level of indirect task communication has already been used for human-robot
communication in the form of completing empty task parameters with default values
[10]. In general, a task is essentially communicated indirectly every time a robot
automatically completes some part of the task request.

The diﬀerence with task execution ambiguity solving, such as how to decide which
way to go past an obstacle when it was not explicitly speciﬁed, is very hard to deﬁne
exactly. It is a question of deﬁning the level of detail required for task communication. In this thesis the requirement was to communicate the task-related action and
target object parameters.
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Automatic ambiguity solving in task communication has been tested, for instance,
based on the object’s spatial distance from the human actor [77]. This means that
if there are several target objects that could be referred to, then the closest one will
be the one selected. However, this is more a kind of execution ambiguity solving, as
both the action and target object parameters are being communicated.

One other option for resolving ambiguity is to utilise previous task requests [142,
10], sometimes combined with information about a robot’s past movements [15].
For example, “more” would mean “more forward” if the previous task was to move
forward. However, this is in principle further communication of a previous task
request rather than communication of a whole new task request, because the human
needs to eventually communicate all the task parameters.

The concept of context predicates is very similar to the previous one where a stack of
actions is used to complete partial task requests [103]. The idea of context predicates
is to enable interruption and continuation of execution toward several diﬀerent goals,
instead of just one previous goal, by preserving past tasks in a stack until they have
been successfully completed. This approach could be also applied to enable several
tasks to be requested for execution with the indirect task communication method
presented in this thesis.

2.4.3

Peer-to-peer dialogue

Humans providing assistance rarely only take and perform requests; they also actively observe the situation and consider the appropriateness of the communication.
If something is not as it is supposed to be, humans do not just stop, but instead decide if a new dialogue should be initiated to solve the problem. This type of communication dialogue is referred to as peer-to-peer dialogue [36, 69], meaning that communicating actors are considered equal as they are both able to initiate dialogues.
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This type of human-human-inspired dialogue has been developed to interact with
robotic actors [35, 38]. The dialogue system idea is intended to enable robots to be
human peers, as they can use the humans as a resource by asking questions while
executing tasks, just as people do. In this way, dialogue can be seen to enable the
use of both human and robot capabilities when they are most appropriate. For
example, robots are good at structured decision-making and repetitive work, while
humans are better at unstructured decision-making, object recognition and situation
assessment.

The peer-to-peer dialogue idea was ﬁrst tested in an oﬃce environment with a teleoperated exploration robot [35]. Evaluation of the test indicated that dialogue was
especially helpful in allowing humans to understand the problems the robot tried
to solve. However, at least when the human actor is in the front of a tele-operation
station and focused on the robot, it did not seem to be very necessary for the human
to ask the robot questions, as all the information was already available. Requesting
the robot perform tasks was, of course, a very important part of the dialogue.

It can be argued that the main advantage of a peer-to-peer dialogue system is the
sharing of the actors’ knowledge and capabilities. The robots can utilise the superior
human cognitive capabilities and the humans can incrementally communicate task
parameters to the robot if needed.

Some of the disadvantages of the dialogue have been found to be too frequently
asked questions and possibly irrelevant questions [35]. This indicates that the robot’s
threshold for asking the human actor questions should be adjustable. In the end, dialogue system performance is very much dependent on the robot’s ability to evaluate
whether the human actor should be addressed or not.

The peer-to-peer system could also be incorporated as a user interface module, as
shown in Figure 2.9. In a case where the robot is requested to perform a task,
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the peer-to-peer user interface module can check if all the parameters required by
the robot were given, and if not, they can be requested through the dialogue. If,
instead, the robot needs help, the peer-to-peer user interface module can initiate the
dialogue with the human should the importance of the event exceed the currently
used threshold level.

Figure 2.9: The peer-to-peer dialogue communication method described as a user
interface module.

2.4.4

Perspective taking

One distinctive feature of human-human communication is the description of spatial
locations relative to other actors or objects. For example, objects can be described
to be on top of other objects or on a certain side of the questioner.

The exact coordinates, which are usually required by the robot, are in practise
never used. In fact, according to the analysis of two astronauts training for an ISS
mission, 25% of the time astronauts had to take the perspective of other astronauts
into consideration [38].

Human-robot interaction based on perspective-taking has been researched and tested
in a few diﬀerent applications [38, 134, 120]. Nevertheless, the basic idea is the same:
perspective-taking enables the robot to reason and simulate the world from the per-
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spective of others. Using perspective-taking, the robot can limit the possible action
options that the user could refer to during task communication based, for instance,
on the objects’ visibility to the user.

The ability to understand perspectives has been implemented and tested in complex
real-world experiments [134]. In 20 diﬀerent trial runs, the robot was shown to be
able to simulate object visibilities from the perspectives of others and by using
diﬀerent actor and object reference frames to make correct decisions about, for
instance, exactly which cone the person might be referring to.

The main advantage of the method is added ﬂexibility in describing spatial locations.
Although the descriptions can be quite broad, in most cases they are suﬃcient to
limit the options to one unambiguously deﬁned object.

The disadvantage of the system is that the robot has to maintain a relatively accurate model of the environment with moving actors and objects. This can be a
computationally heavy task, especially if the environment is complex. Some type
of environment model would be needed in any case, even if the target were to be
described from the robot’s perspective, so the disadvantage is quite marginal.

A user interface module incorporating perspective-taking requires only information
about object and actor locations in order to be able to tell the robot exactly what
needs to be done. Such an environment map interface is often readily available, so
the perspective-taking functionality could be included to a user interface module.
A system-level view of how perspective-taking could be built-in as a user interface
module is shown in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: The perspective-taking communication method described as a user
interface module.

2.4.5

Common ground

Shared knowledge and beliefs have long been identiﬁed as fundamental requirements
for successful communication between humans [68, 20]. This assumed shared information is referred to as common ground, and the process of establishing it is referred
to as grounding. For example, an utterance such as “this place is the goal” can be
used to create shared knowledge about a location, called goal, which can then be
used in subsequent communication.

Diﬀerent approaches to establishing common ground have been incorporated into
robots to improve task communication [79, 124, 125]. The goal of this incorporation
is to have a set of shared information that can then be used to communicate tasks.
With task-relevant common ground, the amount of communication is minimal while
still being unambiguous about the task to be performed.

For example, a robot has been designed to learn basic concepts in a private house,
such as kitchen and a favourite cup [79]. These mutually understood concepts were
then successfully utilised to ask the robot to perform tasks. This grounding could
also be done during task communication, instead of being performed in advance.
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Another design introduced a robot that builds common ground between the user
and the robot by asking further questions to clarify the given task plans in case
they were potentially ambiguous [125]. The tests performed showed that such a
grounding process helped to decrease the number of erroneous task plans given to
the robot.

The main advantage of common ground is the decreased amount of task communication required. This is because having many mutually understood concepts permits
less detailed task requests to be used [72]. If it cannot be assumed that the robot
knows, for example, the names of the rooms, then communication has to rely on
more general and abstract concepts, which increases the communication eﬀort.

One diﬃcult issue in establishing common ground is to know how to spend just the
correct amount of time to ground all the required shared information. If a task needs
to be communicated only once, then it does not make sense to use too much eﬀort to
establish common ground. For example, people do not start to teach a tourist about
places in the city when explaining directions, but use only more general descriptions.
The challenge here is to ﬁnd the optimal balance between the eﬀort and the time
used for grounding and for task communication.

What is required of a robot module that can do grounding and utilise common
ground in task communication? In the end, it requires only that a model of the current situation be available. The common ground module can update this situation
model, for example, by naming certain locations, and use the model to transform
task communication into a format that the robot can directly utilise. The peer-topeer communication described in Section 2.4.3 could be used, for example, to acquire
any missing information that still needs to be grounded. A system-level view of how
common ground could be build as a user interface module is shown in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Establishing a common ground described as a user interface module.

2.4.6

Deictic terms and gestures

Terms, such as “that” or “there”, whose meanings depend on the current situation,
are also part of human-human communication [78]. These so-called deictic terms
or references are ambiguous by themselves, so complementary information must be
given [82]. This complementary information can, for instance, be given through
deictic gestures [82] such as a gaze or ﬁnger pointing, or obtained through analysis
of the situation [78, 75], such as previous utterances.

The frequency of use of deictic terms and references in human-human communication has been found to be important in certain types of situations. For example,
in a situation where speech utterances and pointing gestures were allowed when
explaining the wiring of network equipment, pointing gestures were used over 90%
of the time, and in about 40% of these instances they were also accompanied by
deictic speech utterances [6]. Another test showed that over 50% of spontaneous
hand movements were deictic gestures, i.e. pointing towards objects or actors, in a
situation where a person described a painting to another person without any visual
contact between them [48].
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Deictic references have been the topic of research both in human-computer interaction [8] and in human-robot interaction [11]. The overall goal is to complement
ambiguous deictic task communication terms with deictic gestures. Deictic gestures
have been shown to be preferred over speech descriptions for certain tasks, such as
for guiding workers through physical tasks [6].

Most of human-robot research with deictic communication has focused on communicating tasks to the robot. For example, a wheel-attaching task was tested in an
astronaut-robot interaction context, showing that functional implementation using
deictic referencing can be done and is usable [11]. However, deictic gestures have
also been incorporated to enable the robotic actor to make gestures [128]. In this
case, a robot was shown to be capable of pointing out targets to a human actor, in
addition to using verbal communication.

The main advantage of deictic gestures is that they provide a mechanism to make
task communication unambiguous, most typically speech [11]. Without deictic gestures, the ambiguous deictic references in communication would have to be replaced,
for example, with verbal spatial descriptions. Deictic terms such as “this”, provide
a way to directly link the deictic gestures to other communication.

Nevertheless, it is no small matter to accurately extract the deictic gestures without incorporating relatively complex sensor mechanisms [102]. In practise, this
added system complexity means vulnerability, which indicates that deictic references
should not be the only communication method, but rather an additional method.
Pointing gestures are also not usually very exact, so they might be only suﬃcient
to restrict the pointing to a certain set of possible targets. Use of deictic references would probably also require the perspective-taking module, described in Section 2.4.4, because the deictic references are usually given from the speaker’s point
of view [29].
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Deictic gestures are essentially information about spatial relations and locations.
This means that, in addition to the deictic speech utterances, a deictic user interface
module capable of using deictic gestures requires only this spatial information as an
input in order to deﬁne the task unambiguously, as shown in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: Deictic references communication method described as a user interface
module.

2.5

Aﬀordances - action possibilities

It is known that humans prefer to communicate with robots on a level where they
think the robots will correctly understand them [132]. In most cases, this means
short and simple utterances that do not leave room for misinterpretation. This
reﬂects the basic requirement of human-robot task communication, which is that
the task request utterances used need to be usable both for the human and the
robot [42, 73, 65].

This fundamental requirement is also a starting point for the so-called aﬀordancebased task communication method, which is presented in this thesis. The idea is
that only a reference to a task-related target object or action can communicate the
whole task for a robot that is capable of associating objects with actions that the
robot can perform with those objects.
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An example of this kind of indirect task communication is shown in Figure 2.13.
Instead of directly communicating all the task parameters, which in this case are the
“analyse” action and the “rock” target object, the human can use aﬀordance-based
indirect task communication by stating only the task’s action or target object name,
i.e. in this case, “analyse” or “rock”. The robot can then complete the task request
by using the knowledge of what actions it can perform with the referred object.

1) Human says:
“rock”.

 2) Robot ﬁnds



actions linked

HH
Y
H
HH
3) Robot decides: HH
H

“analyse rock”
task was requested.

with the rock,
e.g. analyse.

Figure 2.13: Indirect human-robot task communication using only task-related
object (or action) reference is possible if the robot can associate objects with actions
that it can perform with the objects.

.

2.5.1

Concept of aﬀordances

The underlying idea researched in this thesis is the usage of known object properties
to limit the possible tasks that can be performed with the objects. This approach is
based on the so-called “theory of aﬀordances” [45], which postulates that all objects
can be considered to have a property called aﬀordance that deﬁnes which actions
are possible in relation to the actors. Aﬀordances are formally deﬁned in the theory
of aﬀordances as “action possibilities in the environment in relation to the action
capabilities of an actor”.
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The concept of aﬀordances was created and elaborated largely by researchers in
the ﬁeld of psychology. The concept of aﬀordances can be considered to have been
derived from the way the perceptual systems of animals evolved from the need to
control and guide actions [3]. Thus, the perception of actions is not merely an
additional feature of human perception, but is instead the initial reason human
perception abilities developed.

Several subsequent studies provided further information on the role of aﬀordances
in human cognitive processes. For instance, it has been shown that human perception of objects enables a direct association with the possible actions that can be
performed with those objects [47, 135]. This means that, for example, seeing a rock
activates in the brain action presentations such as “analyse” and “pick up”.

Furthermore, it has been shown that no other indication of action other than the
object itself is required for the object action-association to occur, and that the
perception can also be a form other than visual perception for the object-action
association to work [47]. In addition, the object does not need to be visible to the
human at the time of the action selection [135]. This means that probably almost
any type of reference to an object is able to trigger the action presentations in the
brain.

Thus, perception of objects alone can convey information about the object-related
actions [136]. For example, when a person indicates an exit door to somebody, they
also convey implicitly the possible actions, such as “go out” or “open the door”.
Object reference alone is thus enough to communicate the whole task consisting of
action and target object. Especially when the actor’s action possibilities are quite
limited, as is the case with an average service robot, the object-action associations
can unambiguously deﬁne the desired task.
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2.5.2

Aﬀordances in user interface research

The idea that objects and actions are linked has been successfully adopted into
use in the ﬁeld of human action recognition. First of all, the observed human
actions have been used to identify objects in the environment [104]. The idea is
that certain actions, for instance typing, can be performed with certain objects,
such as a keyboard. Thus if we have an a priori list of the objects’ aﬀordances, we
can automatically classify objects just by observing the user actions.

This object-action link has also been used in the other direction, i.e. to recognise
actions based on the observed objects [89]. However, the underlying idea is the
same: certain actions can be performed only with certain objects. In this case, we
also need an a priori list of aﬀordances that we can then use to link the observed
objects with the possible actions.

The diﬃculty with this type of object-action association is proportional to the complexity of the environment, i.e. to the number of possible actions and objects in the
environment [89]. In particular, actions that can be related to several objects, such
as picking up, require additional information, for example from the work context,
to make the association unambiguous. This complexity constraint is also applicable when we communicate using aﬀordances. The greater the number of diﬀerent
objects and actions we need to consider, the more likely that communication is
ambiguous.

Context menus in graphical user interfaces also utilise a concept similar to aﬀordances. The context menus have long been used to provide context-related menu
entries [99]. For example, the context menu entries could be “open” and “delete”
actions if a pdf-document object is being selected. This means that a computer is
utilising its knowledge of the selected object’s aﬀordances, i.e. what actions it can
perform related to that object.
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2.5.3

Aﬀordances in robotics research

Performing actions on objects is considered to lie at the heart of HRI [73]. The
main goal of human-robot communication in particular is to transfer these two
linked parameters between the human and robot actors. The concept of aﬀordances
has thus long been, in one form or another, at the core of robotics research.

Object-action associations have already been utilised in task communication, although not explicitly based on the concept of aﬀordances, to conﬁrm the validity of
a human-to-robot task request [28, 40]. In this case the robot’s language processing
also has the ability to complete partial task requests, but this is only done based
on previous task utterances and user dialogue, i.e. without utilising the deﬁned
object-action associations.

Another similar type of task communication approach instead utilises the associations directly for task communication [66, 77]. The idea is that a human can ask
the robot what objects it knows and what actions can be performed with individual objects. This kind of object-action association has also been used to verify the
consistency of speech utterances [76]. In both cases, however, the robot does not
perform any automatic associations but requires the task parameters to always be
communicated explicitly.

One other robotic application, which explicitly utilises the aﬀordances, introduces a
way to automatically detect aﬀordances from the robot’s environment [90]. The idea
of this robotic subsystem is to scan for spatial relationships from the environment
that meet the requirements of certain actions. For example, “chair” is an object that
aﬀords the action of sitting. For this functional purpose, a chair has a ﬂat area at a
height of a few dozen centimetres from the ground. The chair is thus deﬁned through
the actions that it aﬀords. This type of automatic perceiving of aﬀordances could
be a valuable counterpart to the communication system described in this thesis.
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2.6

Conclusion

Several astronaut assistant robots have been built in order to research astronautrobot cooperation. The development of these robots started from basic functional
requirements such as human-speed mobility, dexterous object manipulation, and
environment perception, which are also actively researched for terrestrial robotic
applications. However, communication between astronauts and robots became an
issue as soon as the robots began to be able to perform tasks autonomously.

The human-robot interfaces relevant to astronaut-robot communication during planetary surface missions are mainly speech and gesture-based, because they can also
be used with the bulky space suits used by the astronauts. Speech in particular has
been the main interface for communication in all human-inspired astronaut-robot
interaction systems that have been developed. Speech is also used with the humaninspired astronaut-robot task communication that is developed in this thesis based
on the concept of aﬀordances.

The concept of aﬀordances, i.e. action possibilities, has already been successfully
applied, for example, to recognising activities, to validating task requests, and to
ﬁnding action possibilities from the work environment. However, aﬀordances have
not been used to enable indirect task communication using only object or action
names, as is done with the proposed aﬀordance-based task communication.

The concept closest to aﬀordance-based task communication is a context-menu that
has long been used with GUIs. The idea of a context menu is to generate for the user
a list of actions related to a selected object. The user then deﬁnes the required task
by selecting the correct action from the list. In addition to explicit natural language
task requests, this kind of listing of object-related actions, which is not initiated with
object or action name utterance alone, is the conventional method against which the
newly formulated aﬀordance-based task communication is evaluated in this thesis.
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3

Requirements for Robotic Astronaut Assistants

The purpose of this chapter is to learn what kind of tasks astronaut assistant robots
might be required to perform with astronauts on planetary surfaces. These tasks
deﬁne what kind of capabilities will be required from a robotic astronaut assistant,
both from the task execution perspective and from the task communication perspective. In particular, the analysis considers how these activities could be performed
with a centaur-like outdoor service robot, called the WorkPartner.

The research methodology utilised in this chapter is systematic literature review
[98]. The purpose is to identify the most important documents reﬂecting future
ESA and NASA Moon and Mars missions, and to extract from them ﬁve common
mission scenarios. This is done in Section 3.1. These missions are then further
broken down hierarchically into tasks in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, the missions
are further used to deﬁne the robotic astronaut assistant capability requirements
for performing the required activities. In addition, before concluding the chapter in
Section 3.4, the capability requirements are compared with the WorkPartner robot’s
current capabilities. This makes it possible to point out the concrete technology
development eﬀorts required to make the WorkPartner robot into a useful astronaut
assistant robot.

3.1

EVA astronaut mission scenarios

The EVA astronaut activity analysis starts by identifying the most common EVA
astronaut activities for a surface exploration mission. This identiﬁcation is done
by reviewing the latest, i.e. published between 1998 and 2008, NASA and ESA
documents that address manned exploration of the surfaces of the Moon or Mars.
The documents were collected from Aalto University and ESA electronic databases.
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All the available documents that addressed “manned exploration” of the surfaces
of the “Moon” or “Mars” were reviewed. Search criteria limited the selection to
only those documents that also examined possible astronaut activities on surface
exploration missions. A total of ﬁve such documents were identiﬁed. There were
several other documents that described the objectives of the exploration of the
surfaces of the Moon and Mars. Most of them, however, were used as inputs in the
ﬁve documents and are therefore not described here.

The ﬁve surface exploration documents reviewed were

• Lunar Exploration Objectives (LEO), 2006 [93]
• NASA’s Exploration Systems Architecture Study (ESAS), 2005 [122]
• The Mars Surface Reference Mission (MSRM): A Description of Human and
Robotic Surface Activities, 2001 [61]
• The Lunar Surface Reference Mission (LSRM): A Description of Human and
Robotic Surface Activities, 2003 [30]
• Human Mars Mission Project (HMMP): Human Surface Operations on Mars,
2004 [74]

The ﬁrst reviewed document tries to list all possible lunar exploration themes (“why
we go there”) and objectives (“what we do there”) [93]. The document was published
by NASA in December 2006 as a ﬁrst version of all the objectives that anyone might
pursue in lunar exploration. The objectives help to deﬁne the required core mission
activities, but a set of support activities such as infrastructure setup and facility
maintenance must also be included from other documents.

The second reference document presents the results of a 90-day NASA internal
study of how to implement NASA’s “Vision for Space Exploration” [97]. It presents
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NASA’s view of the most likely space exploration architecture and also describes
the probable tasks of EVA surface missions.

The third and fourth reference documents are NASA studies that are especially
focused on describing the activities that would be performed on the surfaces of the
Moon and Mars [61, 30]. Their purpose is to describe “what” activities would be
done, rather than “how” they would be done.

The last document reviewed is an ESA technical document that describes astronaut
surface operations on Mars [74]. It explains the EVA activities that need to be
performed by a Mars surface mission and also describes their time requirements. It
provides a non-NASA perspective on the scenario analysis.

Table 3.1 presents all the commonly identiﬁed activities in the analysed surface
exploration documents. When applicable, the document name, along with a page
number or activity code, is mentioned for the activities. These activities can also
be seen as mission objectives, deﬁning the purpose of the activities. The ﬁve most
commonly identiﬁed scenarios are: geological exploration; scientiﬁc experiment deployment; facility maintenance; communication network setup; and dust removal.

Geological exploration was explicitly deﬁned as one of the mission objectives in all
of the reference documents, as shown in Table 3.1. Geological exploration includes
exploration and sample measurements. The geological exploration scenario can be
divided thus into the following parts: (1) take the required tools for geological ﬁeld
exploration from the storage area, (2) explore a speciﬁed area in the environment
for interesting samples, (3) collect interesting samples and perform preliminary sample analysis, (4) document all relevant information and store the samples (sample
curation), and (5) return the samples and tools to the storage area.
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ESAS

MSRM

LSRM

LEO

HMMP

Table 3.1: EVA astronaut planetary surface activities from the ESAS [122], MSRM
[61], LSRM [30], LEO [93], and HMMP [74] documents. The page numbers and
activity labels can be used to locate the activity descriptions from the documents.

Sample collection (surface and subsurface)

p199

p18

p10,p23

mCAS1

p9

Sample storing (curation)

p199

p18

p10

mGEO15

p9

Describe geological relationships

p199

p19

p10

mGEO10

p5

p18

p10

mSM1

p9

p19

p10

mGEO3

p9

EVA astronaut planetary surface activities
+Geology

mGEO

Surface exploration/scouting (kilometers)
Emplace geophysical instruments

p199

+Communication

mCOM

LAN infrastructure

p206

Communication links to Earth

p206

p21

p17

MCOM1.3

p13

mCOM1.2

p5

+Inspection, maintenance, repair
Surface facility assembly

p557

p12

p92

mSM3

p9

Surface facility maintenance (check and repair)

p557

p12

p109

mSM3

p9

Logistics (transport supplies for base)

p557

p82

p25

mSM2

p9

Dust mitigation (dust removal)

p557

p32

p19

mEHM2

The deployment of scientiﬁc experiments is also identiﬁed as a mission objective in
all of the reference documents. The experiments can be geophysical experiments,
environment characterisation experiments, or astrophysical experiments, for example. All of these experiments require similar tasks in order to be deployed; only
the experiment-speciﬁc initialisation procedures diﬀer. The scenario can be thus
divided into the following parts: (1) get the experiment package and required tools
from storage, (2) explore the environment and identify a suitable location for the
experiment, (3) prepare the location for the deployment of the experiment, (4) set
up the experiment by following the experiment-speciﬁc deployment procedure, (5)
document the setup procedure for the experiment, and (6) return the tools and
equipment to the storage area.
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The Local Area Network (LAN) setup activity was mentioned in all the other documents but not in HMMP [74]. The LAN provides a means of communication on
the planetary surface between habitats, astronauts, robots, and rovers. The LAN
infrastructure is primarily set up in the areas where the mission activity is located.
Modiﬁcations to the LAN infrastructure might also be required if activity in a certain area is ﬁnished and activity has started in a new area. The LAN setup scenario
can be broken thus down into the following tasks: (1) get the LAN base stations
and tools from storage, (2) ﬁnd the exact installation locations in the selected deployment areas, (3) install the base stations in the selected locations, and (4) return
the tools to the storage area.

The need for facility maintenance on planetary surface exploration missions was
mentioned in all of the analysed documents. Maintenance includes both periodic
checks on the facilities and repairs to the facilities. Facility maintenance is crucial
for all types of missions in order to guarantee crew safety in hazardous planetary
surface environments. The facility maintenance scenario can be broken down into
the following tasks: (1) check the facility to identify the repair needs, (2) get the
required tools from storage, (3) carry out the repair procedures, and (4) return the
tools to storage.

The dust removal activity was mentioned in all the other documents examined but
not in HMMP [74]. The dust removal activity includes removing dust from equipment, facilities and from EVA astronaut space suits. Dust can cause health risks for
astronauts, and reduce device performance. The dust removal scenario can be thus
broken down into the following tasks: (1) get the required tools from the storage
area, (2) identify the areas that need to be cleaned, (3) use the tools to clean the
area, (4) document the cleaning activity performed and its results, and (5) return
the used tools to the storage area.
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3.2

Mission scenario breakdown

The second step in the activity analysis is to break down the deﬁned missions into
tasks. The idea is to ﬁnd the minimal set of tasks that are required to build the ﬁve
most typical missions. The mission scenario breakdown and analysis is performed
using the ESA Control Development Methodology (CDM) [107, 33]. Another similar
alternative could have been the Work Domain Analysis (WDA) [95].

The idea of CDM is to provide traceability between requirements and ﬁnal realisation
by clearly indicating when constraints are laid down and engineering design decisions
are made. CDM principles can be seen as principles for writing good requirements.
Only the ﬁrst phase of CDM, i.e. activity script deﬁnition, is utilised here. The
activity script analyses in detail missions, tasks, and subtasks, i.e. activities, and it
can be further used to conceive a system architecture for performing these activities.

The CDM tasks are extracted based on the overall mission descriptions given in
Section 3.1. An example of this kind of task extraction is shown in Table A.1 for
the LAN setup mission. All the CDM tasks extracted from the ﬁve identiﬁed mission
scenarios are shown in Table 3.2. The number under the mission heading indicates
how many times the tasks were needed in each of the missions. Additionally, the
tasks that can be run at any point during the mission, or that can be run parallel
to the main mission, are listed in the last column of the Table 3.2. This kind of
parallel task is for example mission progress monitoring.

The most commonly used tasks are moving to a new location (TRANSPORT), relocating objects (RELOCATE), and providing information on the environment (INSPECT). The rest of the tasks, i.e. the loading and unloading of tools (LOAD/UNLOAD), performing complex automated processes (PROCESS), and deﬁning mission parameters (DEFINE), are all also required in at least three diﬀerent missions.
All the tasks except DEFINE are mentioned in the CDM document [107, 33]. The
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DEFINE task was not required in the CDM document because the missions, situated in the relatively static orbital space environment, were assumed to be initially
properly deﬁned and not require any online modiﬁcations.

7

4

12

Prepare a tool for operation

2

UNLOAD

Undo the eﬀect of LOAD

PROCESS
DEFINE

Parallel tasks

4

LAN setup

7

Facility maintenance

Experiment deployment

3

Dust removal

Geological exploration

Table 3.2: List of CDM tasks used in the ﬁve mission scenarios and in the tasks
available in parallel during the missions.

4

8

4

1

3

9

4

0

4

15

5

4

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

Invoke a complex automated process

1

1

1

1

1

0

Determine parameters for a mission

1

1

2

1

2

6

CDM task

Task description

TRANSPORT

Move to a new destination

RELOCATE

Transfer object to new location

INSPECT

Provide surveillance of a scene

LOAD

The seven diﬀerent tasks shown in Table 3.2 are further divided into 17 subtasks.
These 17 subtasks are shown in Table 3.3. An example of how the tasks are divided into subtasks is shown in Table A.2. The numbers in Table 3.3 indicate how
many times the tasks are used in each of the subtasks. The most commonly used
subtasks are the calculation of new state values (EVALUATE), sending information
to other systems (SEND), and measuring process values (MEASURE). They can
be seen as the most important building blocks of a mission, without which none of
the tasks could be performed. The second-most commonly used subtasks are the
manipulation-related APPROACH, EXTRACT, and INSERT. There are also ﬁve
subtasks that are required only for one task each.
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Set a device state to a value

APPROACH

Position subject with target without contact

1

ATTACH

Establish rigid connection

1

DEACTIVATE

Undo the eﬀect of ACTIVATE

DETACH

Undo the eﬀect of ATTACH

DISPLACE

Move to a goal pose along any path

EVALUATE

Compute a state information

EXTRACT

Undo the eﬀect of INSERT

2

FOLLOW

Move subject, e.g. tool, along a path

1

INSERT

Place subject within conﬁnement of a target

1

MOVE

Position subject to a goal pose along a path

1

MEASURE

Acquire state information

1

RETRACT

Undo the eﬀect of APPROACH

SEND

Send a message to another actor, e.g. robot

3.3

DEFINE

ADJUST

PROCESS

2

Activate a device

UNLOAD

Acquire system internal state information

ACTIVATE

LOAD

ACQUIRE

INSPECT

Subtask description

RELOCATE

Subtask

TRANSPORT

Table 3.3: List of all subtasks used in the seven CDM tasks. The numbers indicate
how many times the task uses the subtask.

1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

4

4

7

6

3

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
2

4

2

5

2

2

2

2

1

1

2

2

1

Robotic astronaut assistant requirements

Next, the deﬁned activity script is used to deﬁne the requirements for the robotic astronaut assistant capabilities needed to perform the deﬁned activities. The required
capabilities for all of the examined mission scenarios are very similar, as can be
seen from Table 3.2. There is, for example, a common need to move autonomously,
recognise objects, and monitor the progress of the mission scenario.
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Each one of these tasks poses requirements that the astronaut assistant robot has
to meet in order to be able to perform the tasks, as shown in Table A.1. The tasks
can thus be mapped to corresponding technology development requirements for the
astronaut assistant robot.

The identiﬁed technology development requirements are shown in Figure 3.1. They
can be grouped into three diﬀerent research areas: shared situation awareness, task
coordination, and robot action control architecture. The goal of shared situation
awareness is to provide a shared understanding of the information relevant to the situation. Task coordination, on the other hand, aims to deﬁne performable missions
and provide a means to solve unexpected events during nominal mission performance. Finally, robot action control enables the robot to move and manipulate its
environment.

Some of the deﬁned capability requirements fall into more than one of these groups.
For example, the semantic information dialogue can be used both for providing
situation awareness and for solving unexpected events. The main purpose of the
categorisation is to provide an understanding of the high-level goals towards which
the individual requirements contribute.

3.3.1

WorkPartner robot

Aalto University’s WorkPartner robot, shown in Figure 1.1, has been in the process
of development for a decade now; the robot is intended to facilitate cooperative task
performance with humans. Its initial designated work domain was light outdoor
tasks such as garden work (picking up and moving objects, blowing snow) and
light forestry tasks (cutting trees, piling up objects). It is designed to work as
an interactive partner by using interfaces that would enable natural and seamless
cooperation in task performance. Next, the WorkPartner robot will be utilised and
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Figure 3.1: Requirements for robotic astronaut assistant capabilities on surface
exploration missions: shared situation awareness (arrow box), task coordination
(circular box) and robot action control (rectangular box).

further developed in order to make it capable of performing as a robotic astronaut
assistant.

Currently, the WorkPartner’s most important technological capabilities as an astronaut assistant are its four-legged wheel-walking-based mobility, two-arm gripperarmed manipulation, multimodal human-robot interfaces, modular task deﬁnition
architecture, autonomous navigation, and object recognition and tracking [70, 129].
Thanks to these capabilities the WorkPartner robot can already perform several
tasks that might be required on space exploration missions. The WorkPartner can,
for example, follow an astronaut, pick up items that are pointed out to it, and
navigate autonomously across various known and unknown terrains.
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3.3.2

WorkPartner readiness

Last, the readiness of the Aalto University WorkPartner robot to meet the capability requirements can be evaluated. The readiness of the WorkPartner in year
2008 to meet the requirements described in Figure 3.1 is shown in Table 3.4. The
table shows that the WorkPartner has some readiness to meet all of the identiﬁed
capability requirements. The WorkPartner’s strengths currently lie in tele-operation
and autonomous mobility. The technological capabilities for modifying the deﬁned
missions and sharing semantic information between robotic and human actors, on
the other hand, require more development in order to be useful.

Table 3.4: WorkPartner readiness to meet capability requirements of an astronaut
assistant robot is rated from one (bad) to ﬁve (excellent). The “Id” column refers
to Figure 3.1.
Id

WorkPartner readiness

Id

WorkPartner readiness

r1

2, only speciﬁc objects are recognised

d3

2, only robot settings can be modiﬁed

r2

3, only speciﬁc objects are tracked

d4

2, new tasks are programmed manually

r3

3, human located by laser scanner

s1

1, only some human action recognition

p1

3, using pointing stick and laser pointer

s2

2, positioning relative to the robot

p2

4, using arms and laser pointer

s3

3, robot status displayed to human

t1

2, mission progress of robots available

e1

t2

3, robotic actor’s task progress available

tele

t3

3, robot current task progress displayed

mobi

4, using laser scanner-based navigation

spa

2, only speciﬁc objects are understood

m1

3, only speciﬁc objects can be grasped

i1

4, bi-directional queries supported

m2

2, end eﬀectors changed manually

i2

1, only raw audio recording available

m3

2, using low-speed actions with human

d1

4, mission scenario builder exists

m4

2, only speciﬁc objects can be inserted

d2

2, runtime modiﬁcations very limited

m5

3, tool operation deﬁnition possible

2, execution start, pause, and stop
3, tele-operation interface exists
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3.4

Conclusion

This chapter presented an assessment of the technological requirements for a robotic
astronaut assistant such as the centaur-like outdoor service robot of Aalto University, named the WorkPartner. The chapter analysed ﬁve documents dealing with
missions to the surfaces of the Moon or Mars and extracted from them the most probable surface activities that would involve an EVA astronaut. Five mission scenarios
were constructed from these surface activities: geological exploration; scientiﬁc experiment deployment; dust removal; facility maintenance; and local area network
setup mission scenarios.

Five EVA astronaut mission scenarios were analysed by breaking down the missions
into tasks and the tasks into subtasks. The tasks and subtasks were then used to
identify 26 technological capabilities required by robotic astronaut assistants. These
technological capabilities were broadly divided into three technology frameworks:
shared situation awareness, task coordination, and robot action control.

The shared situation awareness framework provides an understanding of the environment, tasks, and actors. The task coordination framework utilises this information
to decide if missions can be performed, and it also provides a means of solving unexpected events during the nominal performance of the mission. Finally, robot action
control enables the robot to move and manipulate its environment.

The WorkPartner robot has some readiness concerning all the technologies identiﬁed
above, but some of the technologies still require further development if the robot is
to be truly useful to astronauts. WorkPartner robot technologies are most mature
in the areas of tele-operation and autonomous mobility. The sharing of human and
robot information and on-the-spot modiﬁcations to mission scenarios require more
development to be truly usable.
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In conclusion, the WorkPartner robot in its current version could already perform
planetary exploration missions, such as geological exploration or facility maintenance. The next challenge is to further develop the WorkPartner’s capabilities. The
focus of this thesis is human-robot task communication, which was part of the capabilities posited to require special attention. This selected focus is examined in the
next chapters with user experiments constructed using the tasks identiﬁed here as
typical of future astronaut-robot missions.
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4

Unambiguous Task Communication Using
Aﬀordances

The purpose of this chapter is to examine how eﬃciently the aﬀordance-based task
communication method can be used to communicate tasks to the robot in the ﬁeld.
The aim is to get a preliminary idea of the potential of the approach by restricting
the environment to a case where each object is unambiguously associated with one
action, and vice versa.

Section 4.1 ﬁrst presents a geological exploration mission where participants request
the robot analyse rocks and set up measurement units. The experiment is performed
with a fully autonomous mobile WorkPartner robot. Section 4.2 continues the ﬁrst
experiment with a mission scenario where the astronaut is required to solve emerging
problems. This second experiment is likewise performed with a fully autonomous
WorkPartner robot, but this time the robot platform is static and only the robot
manipulators move during the experiment.

4.1

Geological exploration experiment

The question examined in this section is whether aﬀordance-based indirect task
communication can be used to improve human-robot task communication in an
operating environment where only unambiguous object-action associations exist.
This unambiguous situation is examined with a user experiment performed with a
fully autonomous centauroid robot in a geological exploration mission context.
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4.1.1

Method

Participants

A total of 12 participants were selected for the experiment. Nine of the participants
were male and three were female. The average age of the participants was 28.0
± 3.3 years. All participants, except for one law student, were Aalto University
students. None of the participants spoke English as their native language. All of
the participants can be considered novices, since they did not have any previous
experience with the examined system. Participants were compensated for their
participation with a movie ticket.

Equipment and software

The experiment was performed in a large indoor lobby area, shown in Figure 4.1.
The usable test area was approximately 8 metres wide and 30 metres long.

Aalto University’s WorkPartner robot [49], shown in Figure 4.2, was used as a
fully autonomous astronaut assistant robot in this experiment. The robot moved
by using its four wheels and by utilising a middle platform joint for turning. The
SICK LMS291 laser rangeﬁnder attached at the WorkPartner’s waist was used to
track the participants’ locations, and to enhance wheel odometry-based localisation
by matching consecutive scans to calculate the robot’s movement relative to the
environment. The robot torso has two DOF at the waist, enabling the torso to
tilt and rotate, and ﬁve DOF in both the right and left arms. The WorkPartner’s
head is mounted on top of a two DOF pan-tilt unit, and has an LED array used to
animate the mouth movements when the robot speaks.
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Figure 4.1: The experiment area. The sheets of paper on the ground were used
to cover the rocks in order to make it more diﬃcult for the participant to locate
interesting rocks.

Figure 4.2: The WorkPartner robot worked as an astronaut assistant robot in the
experiment.

The constraints created by an astronaut’s space suit were taken into consideration
by using restrictive clothing, shown in Figure 4.3. This clothing consisted of a heavy
backpack, wooden platform sandals, and a helmet. The purpose of the clothing was
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to restrict the participants’ movements so that, for example, picking up items from
the ground was a diﬃcult task. The participants had also a Shure PG1 wireless
microphone attached to their chest for speech communication.

Figure 4.3: The restrictive outﬁt used to mimic astronaut space suit constraints
consisted of wooden platform sandals, a backpack and a helmet.

The participants and the WorkPartner robot operated with three diﬀerent types of
objects in the experiment, as shown in Figure 4.4. Only the red rocks were considered interesting to the astronaut. The covered rocks were laid out in the environment
in random pairs, with no particular attention being paid to the composition of the
pair, i.e. red rocks and normal rocks were randomly chosen for the pairs. The idea
behind this arrangement of pairs was to require the participants to take interest in
observing the rocks, rather than automatically assuming that the rocks were interesting. Initially, the sheets of paper were also designed to detect the exact moment
when the participant found an interesting rock, but in the end, this information was
not utilised due to its inaccuracy.

The measurement unit mock-up was an empty cardboard box covered with metalgrey tape. The measurement unit was carried on the WorkPartner robot’s back from
where it was picked up by the robot and placed at the ground location requested by
the participant.
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Figure 4.4: Measurement unit mock-up (above) and a few interesting (lower left)
and uninteresting (lower right) rocks used in the experiment.

Two dual-core laptop computers were used in the experiment. The ﬁrst one was
on the top of the WorkPartner robot, and it took care of performing the requested
tasks, such as following the participant. The second laptop was on a table next
to the experiment area and it was used to receive sound signals from the wireless
microphone, and to run the software for speech recognition and for the dialogue
manager. These two laptops communicated with each other through wireless LAN.

The speech recognition software used in the experiment was CMU Sphinx II [64].
This software output recognised words, which were then sent to the dialogue manager, as shown in Figure 4.5, to be interpreted using a frame-based approach [84],
i.e. a task request is accepted when all the task-related parameter slots have been
ﬁlled. The software architecture used in the experiment is described in Section B.2.

The WorkPartner robot was able to perform ﬁve diﬀerent tasks in this experiment,
corresponding to ﬁve task requests. The ﬁrst one was the “stop” task, which stopped
all robot movement (both the wheel and manipulator). Another similar speech
request was “wopa”, the nickname of the robot. It stopped the wheel movements and
drove the manipulators to a zero position, which is the manipulator conﬁguration
shown in Figure 4.2. The robot head, however, faced the participant in all situations
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Figure 4.5: High-level architecture diagram of the astronaut-robot cooperation
system.

except when “stop” was requested. The robot located the participant by tracking
a group of 2D points from the WorkPartner’s rangeﬁnder data. The participant
was able to recover lost tracking by going to an area between the WorkPartner’s
manipulators.

The third task was “follow”, which enabled the WorkPartner to maintain a safe
distance of two metres from the participant. This was done by calculating a new
target navigation point for the robot that was two metres away from the participant
in the direction of the robot. The robot was able to drive to any given coordinate
that was directly reachable with the WorkPartner’s four-metre turning radius.

The two remaining tasks were the “analyse rock” and “set up unit” tasks. When
the “analyse rock” task was requested, the WorkPartner robot drove to analyse the
rock in the location where the participant was standing at the moment the request
was made. In this way, the participant’s 2D position worked as a location-pointing
interface. The rock analysis consisted of having the robot bend over the rock and
move its left hand back and forth a few centimetres above the rock. Since the
hand had no actual sensors to be utilised for analysis, the rock was then randomly
designated as interesting or uninteresting, with a 90% chance of being interesting.
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In the “set up unit” task, the WorkPartner grasped the on-board measurement unit
with the two-ﬁnger gripper attached to its right arm and placed the unit on the
ground at its own location.

Speech utterances and the participant’s physical location were the only two interfaces through which the participant could communicate with the robot. The speech
interface was always used to give the overall task parameters, which were supplemented with the participant’s location information in the “follow”, “analyse rock”
and “set up unit” tasks.

The robot did not have any a priori knowledge of objects in the environment, so
utterances referring to objects had to be accompanied by position information. This
position information was the physical location of the participant at the moment of
the task request. The robot was unable to recognise any objects in the environment
except for the participant.

Robot-to-human communication was done through Festival2 speech synthesis software, aided by the robot’s head orientation and mouth expressions, along with the
robot’s location and orientation. The main communication method was speech,
through which the robot acknowledged all the participant’s task requests by describing what the robot planned to start doing next.

Three diﬀerent speech-based task communication methods were deﬁned for requesting tasks from the robot. With the ﬁrst task communication method, called the
action with object or direct task communication method, all of the task parameters,
i.e. action and the target object, had to always be communicated explicitly in the
request. The second and third communication methods, namely aﬀordance-based
or indirect task communication methods, were based on the concept of aﬀordances
presented in Section 2.5. With this approach the object-related action possibilities
2
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were utilised by the robot to complete the requested task. For example, based on a
rock-analyse object-action association, the robot can derive the task to be “analyse
rock” when the human communicates only the object name “rock” or the action
name “analyse”. Direct association of action or object names to tasks is possible in
unambiguous cases because each object is associated with only one action, and vice
versa.

All the possible tasks and the corresponding task request utterances are listed in
Table 4.1. The dialogue structures of the task communication methods are shown
in Figure 4.6. The implementation diﬀerences between the direct action with object and the indirect aﬀordance-based methods are shown in Figure 4.7. The main
diﬀerence in implementation is that, in the aﬀordance-based method, the robot’s
database of known object-action associations is also used to interpret the action or
object names as task requests. This object-action database can be learned automatically based on the direct task requests or, as in this case, be deﬁned a priori.

Table 4.1: All the possible tasks and task requests in the unambiguous user experiment. The aﬀordance-based task requests are marked*.

Task description

Action with object

Action*

Object*

Analyse (the) rock

Analyse

Rock

Set up (the) unit

Set up

Unit

Stop all robot movement

Stop

Stop

Stop

Request robot’s attention

Wopa

Wopa

Wopa

Request the WorkPartner to follow

Follow

Follow

Follow

Analyse a rock on the ground
Setup a measurement unit on the ground

Experimental design

The experiment used a repeated measures, i.e. within subjects, experimental design
with one independent variable and two dependent variables. The independent vari-
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.6: The dialogue structures of the three compared task communication
methods. The direct task communication method (a) requires all task parameters
to be communicated explicitly, whereas the indirect aﬀordance-based task communication methods require only the action name (b) or object name (c) to be
communicated.

able was the communication method with three diﬀerent levels: direct action with
object, action name, and object name. These three task communication methods
were presented in the previous section. The two dependent variables were the participants’ task communication workload and their task communication preferences.

The experiment also included a qualitative assessment part. The goal of qualitative assessment was to observe how participants work with the examined task
communication methods, and what the participants consider to be the strengths
and weaknesses of the examined system.

The experiment was counterbalanced in order to eliminate the eﬀect of the order
in which the task communication methods were used. There were six possible test
round combinations, since there were three levels of the independent variable, i.e.
three task communication methods to be tested for each participant. This means
that only every sixth participant performed the experiment in the same order.
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Figure 4.7: Dialogue manager subsystems for the compared direct action with
object (left) and the indirect aﬀordance-based (right) task communication methods.

Procedure

The overall mission scenario in the experiment was astronaut-robot geological exploration done on the surface of Mars. The participant was an astronaut working with
the WorkPartner robot. The robot followed the participant and performed diﬀerent
tasks based on the astronaut’s requests.

The experiment consisted of four diﬀerent test rounds, which were each performed
once by each of the participants. The ﬁrst three test rounds were identical except
that the independent variable, i.e. the task communication method, was changed
for each test round. In the fourth test round, all three task communication methods
were available for use at the same time.

The order of the ﬁrst three test rounds was varied so that the same sequence of
test rounds was available only for each sixth participant. None of the test rounds
was repeated by any of the participants. It was not deemed necessary to repeat
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the test rounds, since the participants repeatedly used the task communication
methods during the test rounds and they were also able to rehearse using the task
communications methods in advance for as long as they wanted.

It can be argued that the relatively short training received by the participants before
the experiment is also relevant with regard to real astronaut missions. Although astronauts are well trained, their task performance still relies heavily on the detailed
procedures they follow on space missions [9, 83]. On future Moon and Mars missions,
the amount of training and experience is expected to decrease because the duration,
distance, and complexity of the missions will increase [7]. Other factors such as
high workload and microgravity have likewise been hypothesised to impair the performance of astronauts in space [67]. This means that the user interfaces provided
to the astronauts must also be usable with minimal experience and training.

The goal for each of these four test rounds was the same: to set up two measurement
units next to two diﬀerent interesting rocks. This means that the dialogue shown
in Table 4.2 had to be repeated twice for each of the four test rounds. Each of
the participants thus installed a total of eight measurement units next to the eight
interesting rocks found in the experiment. Figure 4.8 shows the complete progress of
the experiment for one of the participants. The progress of the experiment is drawn
on a map generated by the robot during the experiment according to its rangeﬁnder
measurements.

The progress of the experiment was as follows for each of the participants: After
hearing a description of the experiment’s overall mission scenario, the participant
was taught to communicate with the robot using speech. The CMU Sphinx 2 speech
recognition software was trained separately for each participant by having the participant repeat the words used in the experiment. The participants were told to ﬁrst
practise speech communication in front of a laptop until they were conﬁdent that
all their utterances were correctly recognised. Then the participants requested all of
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Table 4.2: The task communication dialogues used in the experiment. H→R refers
to human-to-robot communication and R→H to robot-to-human communication.
Description of event

Direct

(action

Indirect (action)

Indirect (object)

H→R: Wopa

H→R: Wopa

H→R: Wopa

R→H: Yes

R→H: Yes

R→H: Yes

2) Request the robot to fol-

H→R: Follow

H→R: Follow

H→R: Follow

low

R→H:

R→H:

R→H:

with object)
1) Get the robot’s attention

Following

Following

Following

the astronaut

the astronaut

the astronaut

3) Request the robot to

H→R:

H→R: Analyse

H→R: Rock

analyse a rock, which turns

rock

R→H:

R→H:

out to be uninteresting

R→H:

Analyse

Analysing

Analysing

Analysing

the rock

the rock

the rock

R→H: The sample

R→H: The sample

R→H: The sample

is not interesting

is not interesting

is not interesting
4) As the rock is uninter-

H→R: Follow

H→R: Follow

H→R: Follow

esting, request the robot to

R→H:

R→H:

R→H:

continue following

the astronaut

the astronaut

the astronaut

5) Request the robot to

H→R: Analyse the

H→R: Analyse

H→R: Rock

analyse a rock, which turns

rock

R→H:

R→H:

out to be interesting

R→H:

Following

Analysing

Following

Analysing

Following

Analysing

the rock

the rock

the rock

R→H: The sample

R→H: The sample

R→H: The sample

is interesting

is interesting

is interesting
6) As the rock is interesting,

H→R: Setup unit

H→R: Setup

H→R: Unit

request the robot to place a

R→H: Setting up

R→H: Setting up

R→H: Setting up

measurement unit

the unit

the unit

the unit

the ﬁve possible tasks from the WorkPartner robot at least once. The participants
were free to choose which task requests to use with the robot in this rehearsal phase.

The actual experiment phase started when the participant moved to the previously
unexplored experiment area. In each of the four test rounds the participant had to
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Figure 4.8: Complete progress of the experiment for one of the participants. The
progress of the experiment is drawn on a map generated from rangeﬁnder measurements. The circles show the locations where interesting rocks were found, and
consequently, measurement units were installed.

.

perform the following two tasks twice: In the ﬁrst task, the human had to locate
an interesting red rock under the sheets of paper and request the robot analyse the
rock. The robot’s analysis was required in order to learn whether the rock actually
had scientiﬁcally interesting properties. The ﬁrst task was not completed until the
robot reported that an interesting rock sample had been found. The second task was
to set up the measurement unit on the ground next to the rock that was conﬁrmed
as “interesting”.

All four test rounds were carried out in succession with no pauses. After each test
round, the participants were told which communication method was to be used next.
In the fourth round, the participants were instructed to choose the communication
method that they preferred to use. The introduction and rehearsal phase took
approximately 45 minutes, and the four test rounds and the ﬁnal questionnaire took
another 45 minutes.
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Data processing and statistical analysis

The participants’ subjective assessments of the workload were measured using the
NASA TLX [52]. The NASA TLX rating presents a subjective workload score
ranging from 0 to 100, from no workload to full workload, respectively. This score is
calculated as a weighted average of six workload components: performance, eﬀort,
frustration, and mental, physical, and temporal demands.

Three NASA TLX rating sheets were collected from each of the participants, one for
each of the three examined communication methods, after they had completed all
of the four test rounds. The participants were asked to evaluate only the workload
induced by the task communication from the point when they noticed that a certain
task had to be done to the point when they started their speech utterance. This
means that, for instance, speech recognition performance was excluded from the
evaluation.

The number of times that the participants chose to utilise each of the compared
communication methods was also counted in the fourth test round. This counting
was done manually during the experiment and conﬁrmed later from video recordings
and from the robot’s log ﬁles.

At the end of the experiment, participants answered a questionnaire containing
free form and multiple choice questions. This questionnaire was conducted as a
contextual inquiry [62] interview, the purpose of which is to treat the participants
as experts from whom the interviewer is learning about use of the system directly
in the work context. This interview was not done during the test rounds, but after
them, in order to not aﬀect the other quantitative performance measurements.

The statistical signiﬁcance of the results obtained was calculated with R software
[108] using the one-way within-subjects ANOVA test. The ANOVA input data
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sphericity assumption was checked with Mauchly’s sphericity test. Finally, three
post hoc pairwise comparisons were calculated with Bonferroni adjusted paired ttests in order to identify which speciﬁc results diﬀered. A p value of less than 0.05
was the standard for signiﬁcance.

4.1.2

Results

All of the participants eventually managed to correctly request all of the tasks that
needed to be accomplished in each of the test rounds. However, one participant
once said “analyse rock” when he was supposed to say “set up unit”. However, the
participant noticed the mistake immediately, stopped the robot and communicated
the correct task request.

The collected NASA TLX workload measurements are shown in Figure 4.9. The
one-way within-subjects ANOVA showed that there was a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the NASA TLX results of the compared three communication methods, i.e.
F(2,22)=8.01, p=0.002. Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity
was not violated (chi-square = 4.70, p=0.095). The Bonferroni adjusted pairwise
t-test comparison showed that the diﬀerence between the direct action with object-based task communication and indirect object name-based communication was
signiﬁcant (p=0.030). Similarly, the diﬀerence was signiﬁcant between the direct
action with object-based communication and indirect action name-based communication methods (p=0.041). There was, however, no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between
the indirect action name-based and object name-based communication methods.

The participants’ choice of communication method in test round four did not, however, reveal any signiﬁcant diﬀerences. The direct action with object-based task
communication was used a total of 11 times, the indirect action name-based communication 21 times, and the indirect object name-based communication 16 times.

Workload (NASA TLX score)
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Figure 4.9: Boxplot of the NASA-TLX workload for the three compared task communication methods. Workload values range from 0 to 100, i.e. from no workload
to full workload, respectively. Means and standard deviations are shown on the left
sides of the boxplots.

A post hoc comparison between direct and indirect task communication methods
was also performed in order to see if indirect aﬀordance-based task communication
was used more than direct task communication. This comparison can be seen in Figure 4.10. The one-way within-subjects ANOVA showed that the diﬀerence between
the averages is signiﬁcant F (1,11)=10.39, p=0.008.

Answers to the ﬁnal user questionnaire provided insights about the potential advantages and disadvantages of aﬀordance-based task communication. The participants
commented that indirect object name-based task communication was an obvious
way to restrict the task to only one place and to make it easy to remember because
the required speech utterance was the name of an already visible object. In comparison, indirect action name-based task communication was deemed to be a natural
way to request something because the utterance is a verb.

Number of times used (count)
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Figure 4.10: Boxplot showing how many times the participants used the direct
action with object-based task communication and the indirect aﬀordance-based task
communication methods. The maximum number of task communications is four
because there were four tasks that had to be communicated to the robot in the
fourth test round.

The advantage of the direct action with object-based communication method, compared with the aﬀordance-based task communication methods, was deemed to be
that it always deﬁnes the task request unambiguously. Without full task communication, the robot could accidently initiate dangerous tasks. This comment was made
even though there were no ambiguous object-action associations in this experiment.

4.1.3

Discussion

The NASA TLX results in Figure 4.9 showed that the participants perceived less
workload when communicating with aﬀordance-based methods, and that they also
preferred these methods over direct task communication. Answers to the end questionnaire oﬀered certain possible logical explanations for these ﬁndings. The experiment did not, however, directly reveal which, if any, of the proposed explanations
could be responsible for the decreased workload.
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We know that with the aﬀordance-based task communication method, it is enough to
remember only the action or object name related to the task in order to communicate
the task request. However, it was not known if communicating with these names
would decrease or increase the workload, because people might, for instance, ﬁnd
it more demanding to consider all the possible object-related actions, or conversely,
the action-related objects. The workload was nevertheless lower with the aﬀordancebased task communication methods, which indicates that the participants were able
to request the tasks without needing to focus intensively on the other possible taskrelated objects or actions.

The participants were thus able to use the aﬀordance-based task communication
methods to provide only the object or action name related to the task without constructing the complete explicit task request. In this way, the aﬀordance-based task
communication method probably transferred the cognitive object-action association
and task request formulation processes from the human to the robot, which was
enough to decrease the workload even in this restricted operating domain.

This type of object-action association process is most likely easier for the robot than
for the human. In particular, applying aﬀordance-based task communication to the
other direction, i.e. from the robot to human, would probably not help decrease the
human workload, but quite the opposite. The aﬀordance-based task communication
method is probably essentially easier only for the person making the request and
not for the person receiving it. For instance, a surgeon focused on operating on
a patient might use aﬀordance-based task communication, for example, by stating
the word “scissors” or “adrenaline”, to ask the assistant to perform a certain task,
because it is probably faster and induces less workload for the surgeon than the
explicit natural language that is normally used. It is, however, very probable that
the assistant’s workload is increased, because the assistant has to decide what is the
most likely task being requested.
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The main contribution of this ﬁrst preliminary aﬀordance-based task communication
experiment was the indication that people can give logical reasons for communicating
tasks with action and object names. The two formulated aﬀordance-based task
communication methods were not only viable alternative methods, but actually
induced less workload. This provides a motivation to further explore the use of
aﬀordances in diﬀerent types of work environments.

4.2

Object manipulation experiment

The ﬁrst experiment done with the aﬀordance-based task communication method
indicated that the method is able to decrease subjective participant workload. The
presented experiment extends these results by increasing the number of participants
and by measuring objective task communication performance using task communication times.

4.2.1

Method

Participants

A total of 16 participants took part in the experiment. Three of the participants
were female and 13 were male. The average age of the participants was 29.2 ± 5.8
years. All the participants, except for one high school trainee, were Aalto University
staﬀ or students. None of the participants spoke English as their native language.
However, all of them were unfamiliar with the system tested and can therefore be
considered novice users. Participants were compensated for their participation with
a movie ticket.
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Equipment and software

The physical conﬁguration of the experiment is shown in Figure 4.11. The participant and the WorkPartner robot were situated next to a lander mock-up, which
had a radio transmitter, solar panel, and measurement unit on top of it, out of easy
manipulation range of the participant.

WorkPartner

“radio”

“panel”



“unit”






participant

Figure 4.11: The physical setup of the second user experiment. The WorkPartner
robot and the participant are located next to a lander mock-up having three items
on top of it: a solar panel, a radio, and a measurement unit. Emerging problems
were displayed on sheets of paper displayed on the stand in the top right corner.

The WorkPartner robot did not move its platform during the experiment, but performed all the tasks from one location. The participant sat in front of the lander
during the whole experiment. A headset was the only additional equipment the
participant wore during the experiment.

The measurement unit and solar panel objects were represented in the experiment
by cardboard boxes covered with colour ﬁgures representing the objects. A voltage
meter was used to represent the radio transmitter.
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A stand, shown in the top right corner in Figure 4.11, was used to display the
emerging problems that needed to be solved by the participants. The problems
were shown on the stand on three sheets of paper, each sheet corresponding to
one of three possible problems. Each of the sheets of paper had a picture of the
problem-related object and a text “error” on top of the object, as shown in the top
right corner in Figure 4.11.

Two dual-core laptop computers were used in the experiment. The ﬁrst one was on
the top of the WorkPartner robot and it took care of performing the requested tasks.
The second laptop was on top of the lander and it was used to display multiplications
to be completed by the participant and to run the software for speech recognition and
for the dialogue manager. These two laptops communicated with each other through
wireless LAN. The multiplication task displayed on the laptop is a commonly used
secondary task in user studies [44].

The speech recognition software used in the experiment was CMU Sphinx II, as in
the ﬁrst experiment. The recognised words were also processed into task requests
with the same frame-based dialogue manager shown in Figure 4.5. The software
architecture was also the same, i.e. the one described in Section B.2.

The WorkPartner robot was able to perform three diﬀerent tasks in this experiment,
corresponding to three task requests, namely “reset radio”, “clean panel”, and “take
unit” tasks. These tasks are listed in Table 4.3.

When the “reset radio” task was requested, the WorkPartner robot moved its left
arm behind the radio mock-up and pushed it gently. The idea of this task was
to imitate pressing a reset button on radio equipment. In the “clean panel” task,
the WorkPartner utilised a brush, attached to the back of its left hand, to sweep
clean the top of the solar panel. In the “take unit” task, the robot grasped the
measurement unit with both manipulators and lifted it up in the air. The purpose
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Table 4.3: List of all possible tasks, i.e. actions with diﬀerent objects, in the
experiment.

Task

Object

Action

Task description

1

Radio

Reset

Robot pushes the reset button of the radio

2

Panel

Clean

Robot uses a brush to clean the top of the solar panel

3

Unit

Take

Robot lifts up the measurement unit in order to remove a sample that is stuck at the bottom of the unit

of this lifting was to remove a sample that had gotten stuck in the bottom of the
measurement unit.

The robot knew a priori all the objects and their locations in the experiment. No
algorithms to localise or recognise objects were implemented for this experiment
because the purpose was only to examine the use of diﬀerent task communication methods. The robot also performed these three tasks successfully whenever
requested to do so.

The speech utterances were the only interface available to the participant for communicating with the robot. The information about object locations was not communicated because, unlike in the previous experiment, both the robot and the participant
knew the object names and their locations in advance.

Communication from the robot to the human was performed using Festival speech
synthesis software and the robot’s manipulator movements. The main communication method was speech, through which the robot acknowledged all the participant’s
task requests by describing what the robot planned to start doing next.

Two diﬀerent speech-based task communication methods were deﬁned for requesting
the tasks from the robot. With the ﬁrst task communication method, called the
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action with object or direct task communication method, all of the task parameters,
i.e. action and the target object, had to always be communicated explicitly in
the request. With the second task communication, called the aﬀordance-based or
indirect task communication method, the task-related object name was used by
itself to communicate the task. Unlike in the previous experiment, the possibility
of communicating with the task-related action name was not included in order to
keep the experiment duration under two hours. These direct and indirect task
communication dialogues can be seen in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12: Dialogue structures of direct (left) and indirect (right) task communication methods in the second unambiguous experiment.

The direct and indirect task communications were implemented with the same dialogue manager as the previous experiment. The diﬀerence between direct and
indirect task communication methods was again only in the dialogue manager and
response generation parts, as were shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.7.

Experimental design

The experiment used a repeated measures, i.e. within subjects, experimental design
with one independent variable and three dependent variables. The independent
variable was the communication method with two diﬀerent levels: direct action
with object, and indirect object name. These two task communication methods
were presented in the previous section. The three dependent variables were the
participants’ task communication workload, mean task communication times, and
task communication method preferences.
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The experiment also included a qualitative assessment part. The goal of the qualitative assessment was to observe how participants work with the examined task
communication methods, and what the participants consider to be the strengths
and weaknesses of the examined system.

The experiment was counterbalanced in order to eliminate the eﬀect of the order
in which the task communication methods were used. There were two possible test
round combinations because there were two levels of the independent variable, i.e.
two task communication methods were tested for each of the participants. This
means that only every second participant performed the experiment in exactly the
same order.

Procedure

The experiment’s overall mission scenario was astronaut-robot lander maintenance
done on the surface of Mars. The participant was an astronaut working with the
WorkPartner robot. The participant performed an inventory task while the robot
merely waited for new tasks from the participant.

The experiment consisted of ﬁve diﬀerent test rounds, which were performed once
by each of the participants. The two ﬁrst test rounds were identical except that the
independent variable, i.e. the communication method, was changed for each test
round. The third and fourth test rounds were identical to the ﬁrst and second test
rounds, respectively. The purpose of the third and fourth test rounds was to obtain
experimental data from a higher point on the learning curve. In the ﬁfth test round,
both of the communication methods were available for use at the same time.

None of the test rounds was repeated by any of the participants, although the
third and fourth test rounds repeated the ﬁrst and second test rounds, respectively.
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Further repetition of the test rounds was determined not to be necessary, since
the participants repeatedly used the task communication methods during the test
rounds and they were also able to rehearse using the task communications methods
in advance for as long as they wanted.

The participant’s goal in each of these ﬁve test rounds was the same: to ﬁx any
emerging problems by requesting the robot execute a correct task to solve the problem. The possible problems were jammed radio reception, sand built up on the
solar panel, or a sample stuck in the experiment unit. To ﬁx these problems, the
participant had to request the robot either reset the radio, clean the solar panel, or
pick up the measurement unit, respectively. Each of the three problems occurred
two times in a random order during each of the ﬁrst four test rounds and three times
in the ﬁfth test round. This means that the dialogues shown in Table 4.4 had to
be repeated three times for the ﬁfth test round and two times for each of the other
four test rounds.

Table 4.4: Extract from communication dialogues of the two examined communication methods. The H→R refers to communication from human-to-robot, and
R→H to communication from robot-to-human.
Description of event

Direct

(action

Indirect (object)

with object)
1) There is dust on the solar panel:

H→R: Clean panel

H→R: Panel

request the robot clean the solar

R→H: Cleaning the

R→H: Cleaning the

panel

panel

panel

2) The radio is jammed: request the

H→R: Reset radio

H→R: Radio

robot reset the radio

R→H: Resetting the

R→H: Resetting the

radio

radio

3) Sample is stuck in the measure-

H→R: Take unit

H→R: Unit

ment unit: request the robot pick up

R→H: Taking up the

R→H: Taking up the

the unit

unit

unit
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The ﬂow of the experiment was as follows: The experiment scenario was ﬁrst explained to participants, after which the speech recognition software was trained to
correctly recognise the three object names and the three action names used in the
experiment, i.e. radio, panel, unit, reset, clean and take. The participants were told
to focus on solving emerging problems as quickly as possible as their primary task,
and to work with a secondary inventory task, simulated by calculating arithmetic
operations, only when they had free time.

The actual experiment phase started when the participants started to communicate
the tasks required to solve the emerging problems in the ﬁrst test round by ﬁrst
using only one of the two examined communication methods. Each of the three
problems was shown two times in random order. The robot executed the requested
tasks autonomously and always correctly, for instance, by sweeping the solar panel
with a brush. The second test round was performed directly after the ﬁrst test
round, using the other task communication method.

Next, the two ﬁrst test rounds were performed identically a second time, i.e. in
the third and fourth test rounds. This time, participants ﬁlled in the NASA TLX
questionnaire after each of the test rounds. The only purpose of the ﬁrst and second
test rounds was thus to rehearse the use of the task communication methods for the
third and fourth test rounds.

Finally, in the ﬁfth test round, the participant had to communicate tasks to the
robot by freely using both of the two task communication methods at the same
time. The participant was told to choose the task communication method that the
participant would prefer to use for this examined mission scenario. This time, each
of the three problems emerged three times. This means that the participant had to
communicate a total of nine tasks to the robot in this ﬁfth test round.
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Data processing and statistical analysis

Data was collected only from the third, fourth, and ﬁfth test rounds of the experiment. The ﬁrst and second test rounds were used only to train the participants to
use the task communication methods.

The participants’ subjective assessments of the workload were measured using the
NASA TLX, as in the previous experiment. Two NASA TLX rating sheets were
collected from each of the participants. The ﬁrst rating sheet was ﬁlled in by the
participant right after the third test round, and the second after the fourth test
round. The participants were asked to evaluate only the workload induced by task
communication from the point when they noticed that a certain task had to be
done to the point when they started their speech utterance. This means that, for
instance, speech recognition performance was excluded from the evaluation.

The task communication times, i.e. the times from the emergence of the problems until the start of the human speech utterances, were measured for the third
and fourth test rounds. These communication times were recorded during the test
rounds with a stopwatch and conﬁrmed later from video recordings. The task communication times in the third and fourth test rounds were furthermore averaged for
each participant for the statistical comparison. In this case, the comparison of averages is essentially the same as in the comparison of the total task communication
times, because the number of tasks was the same in both test rounds.

The number of times that the participants chose to utilise each of the compared
communication methods was also counted in the ﬁfth test round. This counting was
done manually during the experiment and conﬁrmed later from video recordings.

At the end of the experiment, the participants answered a questionnaire containing
free form and multiple choice questions. The purpose of the questionnaire was to
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make the participants again choose their preferred task communication method and
to construct arguments for the task communication advantages and disadvantages.
The qualitative part of the questionnaire was conducted as a contextual inquiry
interview, similar to the ﬁrst experiment.

The statistical signiﬁcances of the workload, the average task communication time,
and the participant’s task communication choices were calculated with R software
[108] using the one-way within-subjects ANOVA test. The statistical signiﬁcances
of the answers to the end questionnaire were calculated with a chi-square test of
goodness of ﬁt. A p value of less than 0.05 was the standard for signiﬁcance.

4.2.2

Results

All of the participants eventually managed to correctly request all of the tasks that
had to be accomplished in each of the test rounds. There were only a few occasions
when the participant had to request a task again, for instance, due to errors in
speech recognition, but eventually all of the participants managed to get the robot
to execute the correct task.

The NASA-TLX subjective workload results for the direct and indirect task communication methods are shown in Figure 4.13. The one-way within-subjects ANOVA
showed that the diﬀerence between the averages is signiﬁcant F(1,15)=10.29, p=0.006.

The mean task communication times for the direct and indirect communication
methods are shown in Figure 4.14. The one-way within-subjects ANOVA showed
that the diﬀerence between the averages is signiﬁcant F(1,15)=8.027, p=0.013.

The task communication method preferences of the participants, measured during the ﬁfth test round, can be seen in Figure 4.15. The one-way within-subjects

Workload (NASA TLX score)
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Figure 4.13: Boxplot of the NASA-TLX workloads for the compared direct and
indirect task communication methods. The workload values range from 0 to 100,
i.e. from no workload to full workload, respectively. Means and standard deviations
are shown on the left sides of the boxplots.

ANOVA showed that the diﬀerence between the averages is signiﬁcant F(1,13)=6.650,
p=0.023. However, two of the 16 participants did not perform this ﬁfth round of
the experiment due to time constraints. One of these two participants started with
direct task requests and the other with indirect task requests, so these results are
also correctly counterbalanced.

Based on the answers to the multiple choice end questionnaire, it was found that
the participants had a signiﬁcant preference for indirect task communication over
direct task communication, χ2 (1, N = 16) = 4.0, p = 0.046.

The qualitative part of the end questionnaire provided certain insights into the potential advantages and disadvantages of aﬀordance-based task communication. The
two most frequently mentioned advantages of indirect task communication were
that it was faster or easier to remember only the object name rather than both of
the task parameters. These perceptions were noted by ﬁve and four participants,
respectively. According to two participants, the advantage of direct task commu-

Communication time (seconds)
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Figure 4.14: Boxplot of average task communication times for the compared direct
and indirect task communication methods.

nication was that it also works without restrictions in the presence of ambiguous
object-action associations.

4.2.3

Discussion

The NASA-TLX workload analysis showed that the observed workload was lower
with indirect task communication than with direct task communication, as in the
ﬁrst unambiguous experiment. Task communication times supported this observation, as it also took in average less time for the participants to communicate by
using the indirect task requests. The impact of the lower workload was probably
that it was faster for the participants to formulate task requests for the robot.

The results from the ﬁfth test round, shown in Figure 4.15, indicated that participants seemed to prefer the indirect aﬀordance-based task requests over the direct
ones. This result was congruent with the multiple-choice questionnaire results.

Number of times used (count)
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Figure 4.15: Boxplot showing utilisation of the communication methods, i.e. how
many times each of the task communication methods were used by each of the
participants. The maximum number of usages is nine because the total number of
tasks that had to be requested was nine.

A possible explanation for these results is that with the indirect task requests the
human does not need to remember the action itself, but is only required to associate
which object is at the core of the task. In the case of direct communication, the
human is instead required to also remember and formulate the action related to the
task. The aﬀordance-based task requests enable the human to leave object-action
association as a task for the robot.

The above explanation was also posited in the ﬁrst experiment. It can thus be
concluded that at least in unambiguous environments, the aﬀordance-based task
communication method provides a feasible way to improve human-robot task communication with a method that humans are ready to adopt for use. The advantages
can be measured both subjectively and objectively with human workload and task
communication times, respectively. The next interesting question is to examine
how aﬀordance-based task communication could be extended to work in ambiguous
environments where dozens of tasks are performed in the presence of ambiguous
object-action associations.
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5

Ambiguous Task Communication Using
Aﬀordances

The purpose of this chapter is to extend the experiments in Chapter 4 into more
complex environments where each object is normally associated with several actions,
and vice versa. The goal is to see if the proposed aﬀordance-based task communication method can still be eﬀectively incorporated into the robot.

Section 5.1 starts by presenting task request prediction methods and shows how
aﬀordances could be applicable. The overall idea is to try to utilise sequence prediction algorithms to remove ambiguities in task communication. Section 5.2 then
presents a predictive dialogue approach for task communication utilising the concept
of aﬀordances. This predictive dialogue is then extended to automatic task request
execution in Section 5.3.

5.1

Task request prediction

There has been a relatively long history of eﬀorts to predict future user command
sequences [23]. The overall problem addressed by these so-called Sequence Prediction Algorithm (SPA) is the determination of the conditional probability, shown in
Equation 5.1, of the next input symbol x when given the sequence of i-previous
input symbols (a1 ...ai ). The input symbol x is part of the set of all possible input
symbols X.

P (x|a1 ...ai ), x ∈ X

(5.1)
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A good review of diﬀerent SPAs is given by Hartmann [53]. Hartmann [53] also
presents a sequence prediction algorithm called FxL, which is based on a mixedorder Markov model. The idea of the FxL algorithm is to maintain a database of
diﬀerent input sequence frequencies up to the desired length of k and to calculate
the next symbol’s probability using sequence frequencies (F) and lengths (L), as
shown in Equation 5.2.

P (x|a1 ...ai ) = 

k−1
j=1

y∈X

j · F (ai+1−j ...ai ◦ x)
j=1 j · F (ai+1−j ...ai ◦ y)

k−1

(5.2)

The FxL algorithm is chosen here as the algorithm for predicting the next task
request. FxL algorithm prediction accuracy has been shown to be between 43% and
58%, with a 90% applicability level, when predicting diﬀerent computer programs’
user commands [53]. Prediction accuracy is deﬁned as a ratio between the number
of correct predictions that were over the probability threshold used and the number
of all predictions that were over the probability threshold used. Applicability is the
ratio between the number of times when there was one or more predictions over the
required probability threshold and the number of times when there was one or more
points of history available to make a prediction.

For example, an applicability of 90% thus means that 90% of the time the algorithm is able to give a prediction that has a higher probability than the probability
threshold used. For example, a 43% prediction accuracy means that 43% of these
predictions with a probability over the probability threshold used were correct ones.
An increase in the probability threshold generally causes applicability to decrease,
but the prediction accuracy to increase.
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5.1.1

Prediction with aﬀordances

One part of the approach examined here is to use the human communicated object or
action name to further restrict the predicted task request. This means that after we
have listed the most likely next tasks using a sequence prediction algorithm, which
is FxL in this case, we further limit this list of the most likely tasks by considering
only tasks that include the communicated object or action name. For example, if
the human communicates “rock” and our most likely tasks are “analyse rock” and
“pick up unit”, then we would consider only the “analyse rock” task because it is the
only task containing the “rock” object. In addition, as a ﬁnal option, if no usable
predictions were found, completion of the task request is attempted using the action
or object name from the previous task.

An indication of potential task prediction accuracy when using FxL and aﬀordancebased task requests can be obtained by evaluating the algorithm using existing
datasets. Figure 5.1 shows evaluation results that were obtained for this thesis with
the aﬀordance-based method using a dataset containing logs of Microsoft Word
usage [80]. The aﬀordance-based communication was simulated by extracting either
the object or action part of each task request, respectively. For example, if the
correct request is “FileOpen” then the user would communicate the “File” object or
the “Open” action using the aﬀordance-based method.

Figure 5.1 clearly shows that the use of aﬀordances can signiﬁcantly increase prediction accuracy. Prediction accuracy stabilises at around 70%, while incorrect predictions comprise around 20% of the predictions. For the last 10% of the predictions,
there are no usable predictions given by the algorithm. Use of an action hint instead
of an object hint was able to give a slightly better prediction accuracy, at least for
this dataset. The reason is probably that diﬀerent actions are often performed with
certain object, rather than carrying out the same action with diﬀerent objects.
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The Word dataset [80] was interpreted so that each unique “user”-”ﬁle size” pair is
a new usage session. The usage sessions are then ordered according to starting time
and run through the algorithm. Finally, the results are macro averaged, i.e. the
average is calculated for all users independent of the length of their dataset.

5.2

Predictive dialogue experiment

This third user experiment extends the scope of the ﬁrst two user experiments, presented in Chapter 4, to situations containing dozens of diﬀerent tasks and ambiguous
object-action associations. The increased complexity required the experiment to be
implemented with a video-based robot simulator. This time the overall context of
the experiment was an astronaut-robot lander assembly mission.

5.2.1

Method

Participants

A total of 18 participants were selected for the experiment. Three of the participants
were female and 15 were male. The average age of the participants was 26.7 ± 5.5
years. All of the participants were either Aalto or Helsinki University students or
researchers. Two of the participants were native English speakers. All of the participants can be considered novices because they did not have any previous experience
with the examined system. Participants were compensated for their participation
with a movie ticket.
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Figure 5.1: Correct (top), incorrect (middle) and non-possible (bottom) predictions
with a prediction applicability of one, and when using the extracted object name as
a communication utterance hint.
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Equipment and software

The physical setup of the experiment is shown in Figure 5.2. As in the ﬁrst user
experiment, the participants had a Shure PG1 wireless microphone attached to their
chest for speech communication. The participants, who sat in the black chair for
the duration of the experiment, were also given a sheet of paper full of uncompleted
multiplications. This kind of multiplication task is a commonly used secondary task
in user studies [44].
speech
recognition
laptop B
BBN

@
I
@ camera stand

left monitor

right monitor
Figure 5.2: Experiment setup for the ambiguous task communication experiment.
The laptop in front of the chair was used to run the simulator (left monitor) and to
show a picture depicting the next task to be requested (right monitor). The laptop
at the back (behind the chair) was used to run the speech recognition software.

The software architecture used in the experiment is described in Section B.3. The
speech recognition software used in the experiment was the commercial Nuance
Dragon NaturallySpeaking 10.03. The speech recognition software output was processed, as in the ﬁrst experiments, with the frame-based dialogue manager shown in
Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.7. For this experiment, the dialogue manager was modiﬁed
to enable it to solve ambiguous object-action associations with an aﬀordance-based
3

http://www.nuance.com/dragon/
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dialogue, in case querying the object-action database returned several possible tasks.
The participant was, however, able to request tasks in two diﬀerent ways: (i) with a
direct question-based dialogue, and (ii) using an indirect aﬀordance-based dialogue.

The direct question-based dialogue is the current conventional solution to ambiguous
task communication, as argued in the review presented in Chapter 2. The idea is
that the robot can reply with a list of all the objects it knows or the actions that it
can perform with a certain object [66, 77]. This also uses the concept of aﬀordances
at a certain level, because the robot replies are formulated using known object-action
associations. It also already enables the astronaut to communicate any tasks that
might be required. Signiﬁcant disadvantages of this kind of mechanical listing are
the long time required to do the listing and the unnecessarily high workload caused
by the listing.

The indirect aﬀordance-based task communication method was formulated for this
experiment based on the experiences gained from the unambiguous task communication experiments. The hypothesis was that the object or action names alone could
be used to communicate the tasks more eﬃciently. The object-action ambiguities
were resolved by using past task requests to predict the most likely next task requests. These predictions made by the robot were then accepted or rejected by the
participant.

The algorithm used for predicting the requests from the task history was a mixedorder Markov model-based FxL sequence prediction algorithm [53], which was described with detail in Section 5.1. The sequence of tasks in the experiment was
ﬁne-tuned so that 75% of the aﬀordance-based task request predictions were correct
with the FxL algorithm. This prediction rate was selected based on FxL algorithm
performance with human-computer interaction data, such as Microsoft Word usage
[80]. The underlying assumption was thus that the tasks are often performed in
predictable sequences that can be learned while a mission is being performed. The
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Algorithm 1 Dialogue manager pseudo-code that was used to implement the
aﬀordance-based task communication methods in the ambiguous user experiments.
newT askRequest = F ormF illingM ethod(utterances)
if newT askRequest == P ART IAL REQU EST then
predictedT asks = T askRequestP redictionW ithF xL(newT askRequest)
predictedT asks = T askRequestP redictionW ithP reviousT ask(previousT ask)
end if
executableT ask = RequestedT askIsAllowed(newT askRequest, predictedT asks)
if executableT ask == ALLOW ED then
ExecuteT askRequest(executableT ask)
end if

dialogue manager pseudo-code that is able to solve aﬀordance-based task communication ambiguities is shown in Algorithm 1.

The participants communicated with a simulated WorkPartner robot in the experiment, because a complex experiment like this would have been very diﬃcult to
control and implement with a real robot. The simulated WorkPartner system was
identical to the real WorkPartner robot, except that the task execution modules were
replaced with a module playing video sequences, as shown in Figure 5.3. These a
priori recorded video sequences showed the real WorkPartner robot performing the
requested tasks. In total there were 21 possible actions and 6 target objects, which
enabled WorkPartner to perform 65 diﬀerent tasks when counting only the possible
object-action associations. These 65 tasks are listed in Table 5.1.

OpenOﬃce.org Impress4 was used to display the mission task sequence to the participants. The participants were able to see a picture depicting the next task to be
performed by pressing any key on the keyboard after previous task execution had
ﬁnished. Twenty such task description pictures are shown in Figure 5.4.
4

http://www.openoﬃce.org/product/impress.html
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Figure 5.3: Screen shots from the video-based robot simulator that was used to
visualise the robot’s task execution for the participants. The screen shots show
WorkPartner holding a battery pack (left), cleaning a solar panel (middle), and
handing someone a wrench (right).

In this experiment, the participant was able to communicate with the robot only
with speech. However, the participant had two diﬀerent types of speech-based task
communication methods available. The ﬁrst was the so-called direct task communication method where, as in the ﬁrst experiment, an action with object utterance was
always used as the ﬁnal utterance to request the task. The second was the so-called
indirect task communication method where object or action names were used by
themselves to request a task. The dialogue structures of the direct and indirect task
communication methods are shown in Figure 5.5.

The direct task communication method presented the current conventional solution
to ambiguous task communication, which is based on the robot’s ability to list the
objects it knows and the actions that it can perform. These lists helped participants
to remember the task request utterance by reminding them of the action and object
names related to the task. The object and action listings were always presented in
the same order in which they were originally randomly set for the experiment.

The indirect task communication utilised the concept of aﬀordances, as in the unambiguous experiments, by enabling only the object or action name to act as a task
request. The robot predicted the most likely task request if the object or action
name did not unambiguously deﬁne a task. The human had to accept or reject the
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Table 5.1: List of all possible tasks, i.e. actions with diﬀerent objects, in the
ambiguous experiment. The six objects in the experiment were wrench, NASA
module, JAXA module, solar panel, battery pack, and radio antenna.

Task

Object(s)

Action

Description of task

1-6

All six

pick up

Takes the object from a current location

7-12

All six

insert

Places the object in a given location

13-18

All six

image

Takes a picture of the object

19-24

All six

store

Takes the object to a storage place

25-29

All but wrench

forward

30-34

All but wrench

backward

35-39

All but wrench

hold

Holds the object in the current location

40-44

All but wrench

rotate

Enables the human to rotate the object

45-49

All but wrench

power on

Connects the object to a power bus

50-54

All but wrench

power oﬀ

Disconnects the object from a power bus

55

wrench

bring

Moves the wrench close to the requester

56

battery pack

measure

Measures the voltage of the battery pack

57

solar panel

clean

58

JAXA module

analyse

Analyses the condition of the module

59

JAXA module

reboot

Does a software reset for the module

60

JAXA module

reset

Does a hardware reset for the module

61

NASA module

calibrate

62

NASA module

shake

Shakes the module to spread the sample inside

63

radio antenna

erect

Erects the antenna for use

64

radio antenna

tune

Finds the optimal frequency for transmission

65

radio antenna

point

Finds the optimal pointing direction

Moves the object forward
Moves the object backward

Removes dust from the solar panel

Calibrates the module

robot’s task prediction by replying either “yes” or “no”, or alternatively by correcting
the task request with the right object or action name. As a ﬁnal option, the robot
listed all the associated object or action names if the participant replied “no” twice
to the robot’s task request predictions.
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Figure 5.4: Twenty pictures depicting tasks performed by the participants in the
ﬁrst two test rounds of the experiment. The ﬁrst task, for example, instructs the
participant to request a “pick up battery pack” task.

Communication from the simulated robot to the human was performed through
Festival speech synthesis software, and the robot’s location and orientation in the
video. Speech was the main communication method through which the robot acknowledged all the participant’s task requests and requested conﬁrmation of task
request predictions.

Experimental design

The experiment used a repeated measures experimental design with one independent variable and three dependent variables. The independent variable was a task
communication method with two diﬀerent levels: direct and indirect. These direct
and indirect task communication methods were presented in the previous section.
The three dependent variables were the participants’ task communication workload,
the total test round execution time, and the participants’ task communication preferences.
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a)
b)

c)

Figure 5.5: The dialogue structures of the direct (b) and indirect (c) task communication methods. In the shared dialogue (a) the tasks are requested using explicit
action with object task utterances.

The experiment also included a qualitative assessment part. The goal of the qualitative assessment was, as in the previous experiments, to observe how the participants
work with the examined task communication methods, and what they considered
to be the strengths and weaknesses of the examined system.

The experiment was counterbalanced in order to eliminate the eﬀect of the order in
which the task communication methods were used. The number of counterbalanced
test rounds was two because there were two levels of the independent variable, i.e.
two task communication methods were tested for each of the participants. This
means that only every second participant performed the experiment in exactly the
same order.
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Procedure

The overall scenario in the experiment was an astronaut-robot lander preparation
on Mars. The experiment consisted of three diﬀerent test rounds, which were performed once by each of the participants. The ﬁrst two test rounds were identical
except that the independent variable, i.e. the task communication method, was
changed for each round. In the third test round, both the direct and indirect task
communication methods were available for use at the same time. None of the test
rounds was repeated by any of the participants. It was not deemed necessary to repeat the test rounds, since the participants repeatedly used the task communication
methods during the test rounds and they were also able to rehearse using the task
communications methods in advance for as long as they wanted.

The goal of each of these three test rounds was the same: to communicate 20 tasks
- displayed one by one on the monitor - like an astronaut would do when working
on Mars. Figure 5.4 shows the 20 tasks communicated in each of the ﬁrst two test
rounds. Another diﬀerent set of 20 tasks was communicated in the third round.

The ﬂow of the experiment was as follows: After hearing a description of the experiment’s overall mission scenario, the participant was informed about all the objects
and actions available in the experiment. Each task, consisting of an action performed on a certain object, was described to the participant with a comic strip type
of picture, as shown in Figure 5.4. After learning to recognise all the tasks from
these pictures, the participant trained the speech recognition software to correctly
recognise all the words used in the experiment.

Next, after receiving an explanation of how the compared communication method
dialogues worked, the participants tried all of the possible dialogue options shown
in Figure 5.5 a few times. Depending on the participant, this required ﬁve to ten
rehearsal task communications.
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The actual experiment started when the participant was instructed to start to communicate the 20 tasks of the ﬁrst test round. An example of task communication
with both direct and indirect task communication methods is shown in Table 5.2.

Between task request communications, while the robot executed the requested task,
the participant calculated multiplications given on a sheet of paper as a secondary
task. After successfully completing a test round, the participant ﬁlled in a NASA
TLX questionnaire before starting the next test round.

All three test rounds were completed one right after the other. Participants were
told after each test round which communication method was to be used next. In
the third test round, participants were instructed to choose the communication
method that they would prefer to use if they were astronauts working on Mars. The
introduction and rehearsal phase of the experiment took approximately 50 minutes,
and the three test rounds and the ﬁnal questionnaire took around 40 minutes.

Table 5.2: Example of typical communication dialogue between the Human(H) and
the Robot(R) in the ambiguous experiment.

Event description

Direct method

Indirect method

1)

the

H→R: Pick up the solar panel

H→R: Pick up the so-

robot to pick up the

R→H: New task, picking up

lar panel

solar

the solar panel

R→H: New task, pick-

Requesting

panel

using

action and object
2)

Requesting

ing up the solar panel
the

H→R: Objects

H→R: Image

robot to take an image R→H: There are wrench, bat-

R→H: Image wrench

of the wrench,

H→R: Yes

but

tery...

without knowing the H→R: Image wrench

R→H:

New

task,

object’s name

R→H: New task, taking image

taking image of the

of the wrench

wrench
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Data processing and statistical analysis

The participants’ subjective assessments of the workload were measured using NASA
TLX [52]. Two NASA TLX rating sheets were collected from each of the participants, one after the direct task communication test round and another after the
indirect task communication test round. The participants were asked to evaluate
only the workload induced by the task communication, from the point when they
understood what task had to be requested to the point when they were sure that
the robot was executing the correct task.

The total time to complete a test round was measured from the ﬁrst human task
request utterance to the last human task request utterance. These test round completion times were extracted from the dialogue manager’s log ﬁles.

The participants’ task communication preferences were collected from the third test
round by counting the number of times that the participants chose to utilise each of
the two compared communication methods. This counting was done manually during the experiment and conﬁrmed later from video recordings and from the dialogue
manager’s log ﬁles.

At the end of the experiment, the participants answered a questionnaire containing
free form and multiple choice questions. The purpose of the questionnaire was to
make the participants again choose their preferred task communication method and
to construct arguments for the task communication advantages and disadvantages.
The qualitative part of the questionnaire was conducted as a contextual inquiry
interview, similar to the ﬁrst experiments.

The statistical signiﬁcances of the workload, the round completion time, and the
participant’s task communication choice results were calculated with R software
[108] using the one-way within-subjects ANOVA test. The statistical signiﬁcances
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of the answers to the end questionnaire were calculated with a chi-square test of
goodness of ﬁt. A p value of less than 0.05 was the standard for signiﬁcance.

5.2.2

Results

All of the participants managed to request correctly, and in the right order, all 20
tasks required to accomplish the lander assembly mission in each of the test rounds.
Some of the participants occasionally had to request a task again, for instance, due
to the use of incorrect words or errors in the speech recognition, but eventually all
of them managed always to get the robot to execute the correct task.

The NASA-TLX subjective workload results for the direct and indirect task communication methods are shown in Figure 5.6. The one-way within-subjects ANOVA
showed that the diﬀerence between the averages is signiﬁcant F(1,17)=11.70, p=0.003.
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Figure 5.6: Boxplot of the NASA-TLX workloads for the compared direct and
indirect task communication methods. Workload values range from 0 to 100, i.e.
from no workload to full workload, respectively. Means and standard deviations are
shown on the left sides of the boxplots.
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The total test round execution times while using the indirect and direct communication methods are shown in Figure 5.7. The one-way within-subjects ANOVA showed

Test round duration (seconds)

that the diﬀerence between the averages is signiﬁcant F(1,17)=11.27, p=0.004.
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Figure 5.7: Boxplot of test round execution times for the compared direct and
indirect task communication methods.

The participants’ communication method preferences, measured in the third test
round, can be seen in Figure 5.8. The one-way within-subjects ANOVA showed
that the diﬀerence between the averages is signiﬁcant F(1,17)=7.94, p=0.012.

Based on the answers to the multiple-choice end questionnaire, it was found that
participants had a signiﬁcant preference for indirect task communication over direct
task communication, χ2 (1, N = 18) = 8.0, p = 0.0047. The participants were also
found to prefer using both direct and indirect task communication at the same time
over having only either direct or indirect task communication available, χ2 (1, N =
18) = 14.2, p = 0.0002.
The qualitative part of the end questionnaire provided some insights into the potential advantages and disadvantages of aﬀordance-based task communication. The
two most frequently mentioned advantages of indirect task communication were that
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Figure 5.8: Boxplot of percentages of use of communication methods, i.e. the
portion of the task request in which either the direct or indirect communication
method was used, for the third round of the experiment. The rest of the task
requests were explicit task requests containing both action and object names.

it does not require any additional syntax, as object and action names are already
known, and that it is easier to remember only an object or action name than both
of them.

The two most frequently mentioned advantages of the direct task communication
method were its ability to also work when both the object and action names are
unknown, and its dialogue performance that does not depend on the robot’s task
request predictions. These advantages of the direct task communication method are
equally disadvantages of the indirect task communication method, and vice versa.

In the end, the number of task requests, where the participants used something
other than the shared explicit action with object utterances, were also counted for
all of the three test rounds. These counts are shown in Figure 5.9.

Task requests other than explicit (number of occurrence)
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Figure 5.9: Boxplot showing the number of task requests in each of the three
performed test rounds where something other than explicit action with object task
utterances were used. The maximum value is 20 because there were 20 task requests
in each of the test rounds.

5.2.3

Discussion

The main ﬁnding of the experiment was that the formulated indirect task communication method was able to simultaneously decrease the subjective human workload
and the total test round execution times, while also being the preferred way to
communicate tasks. This is a clear indication that the proposed aﬀordance-based
indirect task communication method is a feasible and eﬀective way to improve explicit speech-based human-robot task communication in complex work environments
as well.

This result is congruent with the unambiguous experiments as the aﬀordance-based
task communication methods were shown to decrease the participants’ subjective
workload in all cases. The main argument in favour of indirect task communication
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was also the same in the experiments, i.e. it is easier to remember only a task’s
object or action name than both of the names. There did not seem to be any
signiﬁcant additional mental processing, such as thinking about the object-action
associations, that would have hindered the task communication.

All except one of the participants answered that they would prefer that both the
direct and indirect task communication methods could be used at the same time,
although in general they preferred to use indirect task communication. This is not
a surprising result, because the proposed indirect task communication method by
itself is not suﬃcient in all possible situations, as for example, the human does
not know what objects the robot knows and what actions it can perform with the
objects.

In the ﬁrst two test rounds, all of the participants chose to utilise something other
than explicit utterances, i.e. other than action with target object utterances, when
requesting tasks, as shown in Figure 5.9. This is congruent with the well-known
ﬁnding that humans cannot be expected to remember several ﬁxed communication
utterances [42, 73, 65].

The experiment was performed with the assumption that the robot is able to correctly predict more than 75% of the requested tasks. In other words, this means
that 75% of the task requests must be part of already performed or otherwise known
task sequences, because predictions are made based on the task request sequences
known by the robot. This is not an unreasonable requirement, especially for the
examined planetary exploration missions where the performed tasks are usually
carefully planned well in advance. Nonetheless, the task communication remains
usable even if only unexpected tasks are performed, because the aﬀordance-based
indirect task communication method does not replace any existing functionality but
can be instead used as a supplementary task communication method.
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Another assumption in the experiment was that the tasks consist of actions and target objects. The context of the experiment, i.e. an astronaut-robot lander assembly
mission, had components similar to the facility maintenance scenario described in
Chapter 3. That mission, like all the other missions in Chapter 3, were all constructed using tasks containing actions and target objects. This indicates that there
should not be any real constraints to extend the use to other types of missions based
on the selected experiment. The external human-computer interaction data, which
was used to select task prediction accuracy, also had around ten times more objects
and two times more actions than the performed experiment. Given this, communication can likewise be expected to scale up to more complex scenarios with a similar
performance.

The formulated indirect task communication method was only one possible way to
implement the aﬀordance-based task communication. One of the next questions is
whether the indirect task communication could be further improved by eliminating
the task request conﬁrmation dialogues. The idea is to make task communication
easier for the most likely case when the prediction is correct, and require the human
to communicate further only if the prediction was not correct. The next experiment
continues to explore the potential of aﬀordance-based task communication based on
this idea.

5.3

Automatic execution experiment

The purpose of this experiment is to further analyse task communication methods
inspired by the concept of aﬀordances in ambiguous work environments. This experiment speciﬁcally examines whether the aﬀordance-based task communication could
be further improved by removing all the task request conﬁrmation dialogues. This
experiment’s overall mission scenario is the same as in the previous experiment, i.e.
cooperative astronaut-robot lander assembly.
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5.3.1

Method

Participants

A total of 16 participants were selected for the experiment. Fourteen of the participants were male and two were female. The average age of the participants was
24.6 ± 4.4 years. Thirteen of the participants were Aalto, Helsinki or Oulu University students, while three were working in companies. None of the participants
spoke English as their native language. All of the participants can be considered
novices, as they did not have any previous experience with the examined system.
Participants were compensated for their participation with a movie ticket.

Equipment and software

The experiment setup was almost identical to the previous experiment, described in
Section 5.2.1. The only two changes were the communicated tasks and the compared
task communication methods itself.

The number of communicated tasks in this experiment was 40, as shown in Figure 5.10. Thirty of the tasks were communicated according to a predeﬁned nominal
task sequence. The ten remaining tasks occurred without a priori knowledge on
the part of the robot or the participant. The robot’s task request prediction algorithm was initialised using the sequence of 30 nominal tasks. For this reason, the
robot was always able to predict a nominal task correctly if the previous task had
also occurred in the nominal task sequence just before that task. Together with
the 10 unexpected tasks, this means that 17 out of the 40 tasks were not predicted
correctly.
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Figure 5.10: List of 40 tasks performed by the participants. The ten tasks with
red prohibition signs were tasks that the robot could not predict correctly when
using the indirect task communication method. The other 30 tasks were performed
according to the expected nominal task sequence.

The two task communication methods used to communicate tasks were the dialogue-based and automatic execution-based methods. The dialogue-based task communication method always tried to solve the task communication ambiguities by
initiating a dialogue, while the automatic execution-based method executed the task
automatically when the task was calculated to be probable enough.

Both these task communication methods were considered here to be aﬀordance-based
task communication methods, because in both of the methods the task request can
be initiated using only the action or object name related to the requested task. The
dialogue structures of these task communication methods are shown in Figure 5.11.

The idea of the dialogue-based task communication method was to allow the participant to initiate a task request with only the object or action name in case the
participant was not able to remember the full task request utterance. In that case,
the robot gave a full list of all the associated actions or objects in an order sorted
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.11: The dialogue structures of the dialogue-based (b) and automatic
execution-based (c) task communication methods. In the shared dialogue structure
(a) the tasks are requested using explicit action with object task utterances.

according to predictions of most likely task requests. However, the human always
had to complete the task request by stating the missing object or action name.

The automatic execution-based task communication method instead tried to minimise the amount of required dialogue by removing the need to conﬁrm the task
request to the robot. This means that the participant had to request the task again
if the robot did not start to execute the correct task. The new request could be the
right object or action name, or a “no” utterance. With the right object or action
name, the robot switched directly to execute the correct task; with the “no” utterance, the robot gave instead a list of all possible associated objects or actions. The
robot stated immediately which task will be executed, but the actual task execution
did not start until one second later. The only exception was the “stop” task request,
which was executed immediately.
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Experimental design

The experiment used a repeated measures experimental design with one independent
variable and three dependent variables. The independent variable was a communication method with two diﬀerent levels: dialogue-based and automatic execution-based
task communication methods. These two communication methods were presented
in the previous section. The three dependent variables were the participants’ task
communication workload, the test round execution time, and the number of times
aﬀordance-based task communication was used.

The experiment also included a qualitative assessment part. The goal of the qualitative assessment was, as in the previous experiments, to observe how the participants
work with the examined task communication methods, and what they considered
to be the strengths and weaknesses of the examined system.

The experiment was counterbalanced in order to eliminate the eﬀect of the order
in which the task communication methods were used. The number of possible test
round combinations was two because there were two levels of the independent variable, i.e. two task communication methods were tested for each of the participants.
This means that every second participant performed the experiment in exactly the
same order.

Procedure

The overall scenario in this experiment was astronaut-robot lander preparation on
Mars, as in the previous experiment. The participant, who was acting as an astronaut, had to use speech utterances to request 40 tasks from the robot in order to
successfully complete each of the experiment’s test rounds.
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The experiment consisted of two diﬀerent test rounds, which were both performed
once by each of the participants. The two test rounds were identical except that the
independent variable, i.e. the task communication method, was changed for each
round.

The test rounds were not repeated by any of the participants. It was not deemed
necessary to repeat the test rounds, since the participants repeatedly used the task
communication methods during the test rounds and they were also able to rehearse
using the task communications methods in advance for as long as they wanted.

The goal of both of the test rounds was the same: to communicate 40 tasks - shown
one by one on the monitor - as an astronaut would do when working on Mars.
Figure 5.10 shows the 40 tasks communicated in both of the test rounds.

The ﬂow of the experiment, which is very similar to the previous experiment, is
as follows: After hearing a description of the experiment’s overall mission scenario,
the participant was informed about all the objects and actions available in the experiment. Each task, consisting of an action performed on a certain object, was
described to the participant with a comic strip type of picture, as shown in Figure 5.10. After learning to recognise all the tasks from these pictures, the participant
trained the speech recognition software to correctly recognise all the words used in
the experiment dialogues.

Next, after receiving an explanation of how the compared communication method
dialogues worked, the participants tried all of the possible dialogue options once. Depending on the participant, this required three to six rehearsal task communications.

The actual experiment phase started when the participant was instructed to start to
communicate the 40 tasks of the ﬁrst test round. An example of task communication
with the dialogue-based and the automatic execution-based task communication
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methods is shown in Table 5.3. Between task communication requests, while the
robot executed the requested task, the participant calculated multiplications given
on a sheet of paper as a secondary task, just as in the previous experiment.

The two test rounds were completed one immediately after the other. The participant was told after each test round which communication method was to be used
next. The introduction and rehearsal phase of the experiment took approximately
50 minutes, and the two test rounds and the ﬁnal questionnaires took around 40
minutes.

Data processing and statistical analysis

The participants’ subjective assessments of the workload were measured using the
NASA TLX [52]. Two NASA TLX rating sheets were collected from each of the
participants, one after each of the test rounds. The participants were asked to
evaluate only the workload induced by the task communication, from the point
when they understood what task had to be requested to the point when they were
sure that the robot was executing the correct task.

The total time to complete a test round was measured from the ﬁrst human task
request utterance until the last human task request utterance. These test round
completion times were extracted from the dialogue manager’s log ﬁles. At the end
of the experiment, the participants also ﬁlled in a questionnaire containing free form
and multiple choice questions.

The number of times aﬀordance-based task communication was used was counted
for the two test rounds. The task requests were classiﬁed as aﬀordance-based if
there was more than a one-second pause between the action and the target object
utterances.
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Table 5.3: Extracts from the participants’ actual communication dialogues for the
two examined communication methods. The H→R refers to communication from
human-to-robot and R→H to communication from robot-to-human.
Description

of

the

Dialogue-based

Automatic execution-based

1) Request the robot to

H→R: Pick up battery pack

H→R: Pick up battery pack

pick up a battery pack us-

R→H: Picking up the battery

R→H: Picking up the battery

ing direct task communi-

pack

pack

2) Request the robot to in-

H→R: Battery pack

H→R: Battery pack

sert a battery pack using

R→H: With battery pack, do

R→H: Inserting the battery

indirect aﬀordance-based

you want to do insert, rotate, ...

pack

task communication. Pre-

H→R: Insert

event

cation.

diction is correct.

R→H: Inserting the battery
pack

3) Request the robot to

H→R: Store

H→R: Store

store a solar panel using

R→H: Do you want to store a

R→H: Storing the wrench

indirect aﬀordance-based

wrench, solar...

H→R: Solar panel

task communication. The

H→R: Solar panel

R→H: Storing the solar panel

task prediction fails.

R→H: Storing the solar panel

4) Request the robot to

H→R: Radio antenna

H→R: Radio antenna

rotate a radio antenna

R→H: With radio antenna, do

R→H: Inserting the radio an-

using indirect aﬀordance-

you want to do insert, rotate, ...

tenna

based task communica-

H→R: Rotate

H→R: No

tion. The task prediction

R→H: Rotating the radio an-

R→H: With radio antenna, do

fails and participant does

tenna

you want to do insert, rotate, ...

not remember the taskassociated action name.

H→R: Rotate
R→H: Rotating the radio antenna

At the end of the experiment, the participants answered a questionnaire containing
free form questions. This qualitative questionnaire was conducted as a contextual
inquiry interview, as in the other experiments.
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The statistical signiﬁcances of the workload, the round execution times, and the
results for the number of times the aﬀordance-based task communication was used
were calculated with R software using the one-way within-subjects ANOVA test. A
p value of less than 0.05 was the standard for signiﬁcance.

5.3.2

Results

All of the participants managed to request correctly, and in the right order, all the 40
tasks required to accomplish the lander assembly mission in each of the test rounds.
The degree of use of the aﬀordance-based task communication method is shown with
a boxplot diagram in Figure 5.12. The one-way within-subjects ANOVA showed that

Task requests other than explicit (number of occurrence)

the diﬀerence between the averages is signiﬁcant F(1,15)=8.27, p=0.012.
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Figure 5.12: Boxplot showing the number of task requests where something other
than explicit action with object task utterances were used. The means and standard
deviations are shown on the left sides of the boxplots. The maximum value is 40
because there were 40 task requests in each of the test rounds.
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The recorded task communication times and the collected NASA TLX data did
not show statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the task communication methods. The advantages and disadvantages that were mentioned most often by the
participants in the free form questionnaire are listed in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Advantages and disadvantages of the examined task communication
methods based on the free form questionnaire. The number of participants arguing
for that speciﬁc point is given in parentheses.
Communication method

Advantages

Disadvantages

Dialogue-based

Good predictability (6)

More repetitive dialogue feels

Automatic execution-based

Practical for doing diﬀerent ac-

Incorrect

tions with the same object (5)

risky (4)

boring (6)

5.3.3

predictions

feel

Discussion

The main ﬁnding of this experiment was that the two examined aﬀordance-based
task communication methods were also successfully used to communicate tasks to
the robot. The automatic execution-based communication method can be used to
create more naturally ﬂowing dialogue, but at the cost of executing potentially
dangerous tasks.

This trade-oﬀ between task communication ﬂow and risk was visible in the way that
some participants always preferred to play it safe and utilise predictions only as their
last possible option, while others found it easier to accept predictions and deal with
the correction dialogue in case the prediction was wrong. In a planetary exploration
context, the automatic execution-based task communication method would probably
not be a very viable option because risk minimisation is a very high priority.
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The importance of risk minimisation, for instance, could have been taken into account with additional metrics. However, it can be argued that additional metrics,
such as risk-related trust, are partly included in the other metrics that were used.
For instance, automatic task execution seemed to increase the human workload and
make the participants prefer the other compared task communication method; it was
argued that this was due to a lack of trust, as shown by the free-form questionnaire.
Nonetheless, additional metrics might have provided quantitative results to support
these qualitative explanations about diﬀerences in performance and preferences.

The degree of use of the aﬀordance-based task communication method was congruent, as in the previous experiment, with the ﬁnding that humans cannot be expected
to remember several ﬁxed communication utterances. All the participants in this experiment experienced situations where they could not remember one of the two task
communication parameters. However, all the participants were able to remember at
least one of these parameters, because all the participants were able to communicate
all 40 tasks successfully.

Indirect aﬀordance-based task communication was utilised more with the automatic
execution-based task communication method than with the dialogue-based task communication method. This can be explained by the diﬀerence in potential utility
provided by the task communication methods. The automatic execution-based task
communication method was able to assist the participant by immediately executing
the most likely task request, while the dialogue-based task communication method
was useful in practise only when the participant was not able to remember the action
or the object name.
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Conclusion

This thesis formulated a new aﬀordance-based task communication method for
the purpose of face-to-face astronaut-robot task communication. The idea of the
aﬀordance-based task communication method is to give the robot a human-like
ability to understand aﬀordances, i.e. action possibilities, in task communication.
With the aﬀordance-based method, astronauts are able to communicate tasks using
only the task-related action or target object names, and thus avoid the need to
remember full task request utterances.

Four user experiments were performed to analyse the usefulness of aﬀordance-based
task communication. The ﬁrst two user experiments, performed with a fully autonomous WorkPartner robot, indicated that humans are capable of, and willing
to, communicate tasks with the aﬀordance-based task communication methods, and
that the user task workload can be reduced in comparison with conventional task
communication methods. Furthermore, the second user experiment also showed that
task communication times can be decreased.

The third user experiment extended the ﬁrst two user experiments from unambiguous work environments, where each action is associated with one object, to ambiguous environments, where several actions are usually associated with each object, and
vice versa. The ambiguities of the task requests were solved by predicting the next
task based on past task request sequences and by using a speech-dialogue to conﬁrm
the predicted task requests. The results again showed a decrease in task communication workloads and task communication times. The fourth user experiment
indicated that automatic execution of ambiguous task requests is not very usable
for the astronaut-robot planetary exploration work context owing to the elevated
risk of executing potentially dangerous tasks, even though the aﬀordance-based task
communication dialogue might therefore be more ﬂuent.
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The aﬀordance-based task communication methods formulated also resemble speechbased menus, which have been used in the past to communicate with both computers
and robots. However, the novelty of the presented aﬀordance-based task communication method lies in structuring the menus to use object-action associations.
Graphical user interfaces have used context-menus that operate similarly by displaying actions related to a selected object, but not usually the other way round, as
is done here by displaying objects that are related to a certain action.

From the human perspective, aﬀordance-based task communication methods do
not necessarily even appear menu-like, because the robot communicates with natural language sentences. The aﬀordance-based task communication dialogues were
formulated in this thesis so that task communication resembles human-human discussion about the requested task rather than appearing as a speech-based menu.

The ability of robots to interpret object or action names as task requests was the
common factor in all of the aﬀordance-based task communication methods presented
in this thesis. The experiments showed that humans ﬁnd it logical to request tasks
through object and action names. The observed decrease in the human task communication workload and in task communication times can be explained by the fact
that the aﬀordance-based task communication methods did not introduce any additional syntax, and that they allow for opening the task dialogue by remembering
only one object or action name.

In this thesis, aﬀordance-based task communication was implemented along with a
frame-based dialogue manager. This means that aﬀordance-based task communication could be readily integrated into many existing robots, because frame-based
dialogue managers are well known and widely used in robotics. Other types of
dialogue managers should also be usable, since the only requirement from the dialogue manager is the ability to keep track of the task request history and possible
object-action associations.
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The two user experiments with ambiguous action-object associations incorporated
the additional assumption that more than 75% of the requested tasks had to be a
priori known or already performed task sequences. This requirement is acceptable,
for instance, for the examined astronaut-robot planetary exploration target environment, because the task types to be performed are usually carefully planned in
advance.

The applicable use scenarios of aﬀordance-based task communication should not,
however, be considered limited to the examined robotic astronaut assistant. Robots
and intelligent machines in homes, at work sites, and in automated warehouses
could also beneﬁt from an autonomous object and action association ability. The
only constraints on the research question of this thesis were the presence of task
sequences and shared human-robot workspace. For such work environments, it can
be concluded that the aﬀordance-based task communication presented is a feasible
and eﬀective alternative method for requesting tasks, in addition to the explicit task
requests.
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Future work

The possibility of communicating a task by using only action or target object reference makes several novel applications available. For example, a “pointing only”
interface could be used with aﬀordances to give tasks to the robot, because merely
pointing at an object could be translated into a task. If this approach is combined
with some “yes or no” type of conﬁrmation mechanism, it would be a viable way
to communicate with the robot. The advantage of this approach is that humans
are not required to remember target object names. The disadvantage, however, is
that the robot can only operate with objects that it already knows or can recognise
automatically.

Another potential application is automatic mission execution monitoring. Because
the robot can predict the possible tasks using a partial speech input, it is possible
to request conﬁrmation of task requests that seem very unlikely, and to propose
alternative tasks for execution. As the prediction is essentially based on knowledge
of past sequences, the robot can adapt to any types of changes in the task sequences
by just performing those sequences.

Some task requests could also include other parameters in addition to the action and
target object references. For example, a “rotate antenna” task request could also
include the angle to be rotated as a parameter. Requesting tasks with this kind of
additional parameters could thus be one interesting direction to be researched. It is
not self-evident that aﬀordance-based task communication would still be beneﬁcial
in this case, because the experiments presented in this thesis did not include taskrelated parameters other than object and action names.

An automatic conﬁguration of dialogue managers, when new devices are inserted
into a network of devices, is one potential area of research for aﬀordance-based task
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communication. This is due to the fact that an aﬀordance-based task communication conﬁguration requires only information about actions that the devices can
perform in order to be functional. There have already been plug-and-play interface
systems where devices can automatically transfer dialogue information to the dialogue manager [109]. Aﬀordance-based task communication could be examined as
part of such a system.
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A

Usage Examples of Control Development
Methodology

This appendix describes with examples how ESA Control Development Methodology
(CDM) was applied in Chapter 3. Table A.1 shows ﬁrst how tasks were extracted
based on overall astronaut-robot LAN setup mission description, which was given
in Chapter 3, and how the extracted tasks were further converted to capability
requirements. Then Table A.2 shows, using the TRANSPORT task as an example,
how tasks were further extracted into subtasks.
Table A.1: Tasks of astronaut-robot LAN setup scenario extracted based on its overall
mission description.

Task

Task description

Requirement description

Astronaut deﬁnes LAN setup mission

Astronaut can deﬁne mission scenarios (se-

(tools, components, etc.)

lect tasks, actors, etc.)

Robot moves autonomously to the

Robot

storage area

tonomously

Robot identiﬁes required objects at

Robot can localise and recognise static ob-

the storage area

jects and areas

Robot identiﬁes on-board storage lo-

Robot can localise and recognise static ob-

cations for carrying objects

jects and areas

5

Robot grasps the required objects

Robot can grasp objects

6

Robot inserts the objects for transfer

Robot can insert objects to deﬁned loca-

on-board the rover

tions

Robot moves autonomously to the

Robot

target area

tonomously

Astronaut identiﬁes the exact place

Astronaut can point areas to the robot

1

2

3

4

7

8

can

can

navigate

navigate

and

and

pilot

pilot

au-

au-

for LAN setup
9

Robot moves autonomously to the

Robot

can

setup location

tonomously

navigate

and

pilot

au-
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10

Robot selects a specialised tool to pre-

Robot can use special tools

pare the installation location
11

Robot uses a specialised tool to pre-

Robot can handle special tools

pare the installation location
12

Robot selects manipulator to install

Robot can handle special tools

the base station
13

Robot installs the base station to the

Robot can use special tools

prepared location
14

Robot moves autonomously to the

Robot

storage area

tonomously

Robot ﬁnds storage containers for on-

Robot can localise and recognise static ob-

board objects

jects and areas

16

Robot grasps the on-board objects

Robot can grasp objects

17

Robot inserts the objects into the

Robot can insert objects to deﬁned loca-

storage containers

tions

15

can

navigate

and

pilot

au-

Table A.2: The TRANSPORT task analysed and extracted to subtasks.

Task

TRANSPORT TO <destination>

Examples

TRANSPORT TO geological exploration area;
TRANSPORT TO storage area

Deﬁnition

Move to a new destination. Wordreference: ”move something or somebody around; usually over long distances”.

Initial conditions

Subject in initial location. Initial and target end location
known. Navigation and path planning available.

Boundary conditions

Do local and global path planning. Avoid collisions with
environment. Maximum completion time.

Termination conditions

Subject in a desired end location.

Environment attributes

Navigation and obstacle avoidance procedures.

Subject attributes

Subject geometrical model. Piloting procedures.
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Operations attributes

Automatic task progress monitoring and assessment. Monitoring astronaut pose and tasks for safety.

System attributes

Status of robot subsystems.

Safety and reliability at-

Robot has to operate with a safe speed in close proximity

tributes

to the astronaut.

Typical non-nominal situ-

Navigation to destination fails: no path found. Collision

ations

between environment and subject (collided object was not
detected with collision avoidance sensors). Subject jams
during transport: status parameter (such as motor current) exceeds its allowed limit. Maximum completion time
exceeded.

Possible relief strategies

Stop execution and initiate dialogue with astronaut to
solve the situation. Ask astronaut to deﬁne path, identify undetected obstacles, or teleoperate out of jam.

Task decomposition

TRANSPORT TO goal
ACQUIRE initial location
ACQUIRE goal
EVALUATE navigation path

WHILE location != goal

MOVE navigation path
MEASURE environment
EVALUATE navigation path
EVALUATE progress status
EVALUATE situation model update
SEND progress status

END WHILE

SEND situation model update
SEND progress status
SEND situation model update
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B

Software Architectures of the User Experiments

This appendix describes software architectures of the user experiments described in
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The ﬁrst section of the appendix presents shortly what is
the GIM/Machine Control Interface (MaCI) software library that was used to build
the experiments. The second and third sections describe the software architectures
of user experiments having unambiguous and ambiguous task communication, respectively.

B.1

GIM/MaCI software library

The HRI systems in the thesis were built using the GIM/MaCI software library
developed in the Automation Technology Laboratory at Aalto University [113]. The
idea of the GIM/MaCI software is to provide a hardware abstraction layer that
eﬀectively makes components of same type look similar to the user. For instance, a
user of the rangeﬁnder MaCI module has to know only that the rangeﬁnder returns
a certain number of ranging measurements in order to use it. Application software
that utilises one rangeﬁnder, such as human localisation, should thus be directly
suitable for any other possible rangeﬁnder.

Another feature of the GIM/MaCI library is that the software is inherently modular
because all the functionalities are separated to their own modules. This makes the
code reusable, as it is easy to take out certain modules to be utilised in a new
robot. Another equally signiﬁcant beneﬁt is the distributed computation load. The
GIM/MaCI modules can run on any computer as long as they are able to connect
to each other through a TCP/IP network.
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B.2

User experiments with unambiguous task communication

The software architecture used for the user experiments having unambiguous task
communication is shown in Figure B.1. The software was distributed primarily to
two computers. A ﬁrst computer was dedicated to receiving, sending, and processing
of user interactions. The second was the computer on-board the robot, which created
the MaCI server interfaces to the robot devices, such as the SICK rangeﬁnder, and
was controlling the behaviours of the robot, such as obstacle avoidance.

All the arrows between modules that have not been named in Figure B.1 use
GIM/MaCI communication and are connected through a GIM/MaCI access point
[113], which is a centralised router of the GIM network that enables, for instance, bypassing of company ﬁrewalls. A GIM access point enables modules also to announce
the services that they can provide and share data to multiple clients. For example,
when the rangeﬁnder data is sent to the GIM access point, it is distributed directly
to both Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) and human localisation
clients.

B.3

User experiments with ambiguous task communication

The software architecture used for the user experiments having ambiguous task
communication is shown in Figure B.2. This software was distributed primarily to
two computers. The ﬁrst one ran the speech recognition software while the second
processed the dialogue and outputted the robot’s speech utterances.
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Figure B.1: Software architecture used in the user experiments that had unambiguous task communication. The arrows without labels indicate traﬃc through a
GIM access point.
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Figure B.2: Software architecture used in the user experiments that had ambiguous
task communication. The arrows without labels indicate traﬃc through a GIM
access point.
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